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The cld bic-t~03.1 injuncticn "Train UT-' a child ill the way 
he should go; and whem h3 is old, he will ~ot depart from it," 
is being rut in rractice toda.y ill the ruoli~ ~chool system. 
Under the stiwu!ua of the Smith-Lever A~t of 1914,the 
extension forces rut this injunctio~ into rractioe i~ the 
forn: of the 4-H clubs. 
L~ter i. rureuance of the policy as laid down i~ the 
Sr.:ith-Hu\hee Act of 1?1? the 'I'.~ocatioIlal forces have es-
tabli Bhed :l '1ys"tea'. 0:: tr9. ~ r~irJ.7 the youth. 
The ~ommercial concern~ have lc~~ re~lizei the ecouomic 
~alue by foateri~g wc~k intenied to emphasize this ihju.ctiou. 
'Ihe <;"tuly 1r: thi3 the~i9 will be t5.keL ur aooorcii.g to 
tne followi_g major objectives: 
I. To make plqin the rreanlm~ of Junior Azricult~ral 
~xtefi9io~ Work, ani what it aims to acco~plieh. 
II. To fur~i9h a backgrou~~ fo~ the thesis ty re-
vie';vin~ the hi~tory an:'_ j~ .. "r·310;:';1·,eLt c: Junior 
Agricultural ~xten~ion Work. 
II I . To ShO-11 th~ t ttere is a vi ts.l neei for 'Junior 
Agrioultural txten~icn Work. 
IV. ,To comrare the pre:'<e:r~t atatue of the three ki:rJ.::ls of 
Junior fl.G:'ri::ultuT:al .ft;xtensioIJ work an:i to give 
aL e~tirrate a! ita importa~ce aR~ to point out 
its def'ect~. 
v. A cOkstruotive p::'oce ure for n_aki.Q.~ Junior 
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Agricul turo.l Extension VUork more completely 
fulfill its mission. 
VI. To cite specific examples that will demonstrate 
the future possible achievements of Junior 




To ills.ke pI[1.in the meaning of Junior Agricul tur8.1 
Extension Work and what it aims to accomplish. 
Sub-objectives. 
1. To define Junior l1.gricultural Extension hork. 
2. To show the outcomes sought in Junior 
Agricul tural Extension Work in the United sts.tes. 
3. To show that there a.re three different kinds of 
Junior Agricultural Extension Work being carried 
on at present. 
(a) 4-H club ·work conducted by Smith-Lever 
forces. 
1. County Club Agent. 
2. County Agricultural Agent or. Home 
Demonstration Agent. 
(b) Prevocational work conducted by Smith-Hughes 
Agricul "!;Ul1 e teachers. 
(c) Junior Agricultural Clubs conducted by 
banks and other commercial organizations. 
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rro lv.l.l;.KE PLr*IN liP.E I,.EANING OF JUHIOH AGRICULTURi:..L 
EXl1ENSION WOHE AND 'NH.AT IT AIMS TO ACCOL1PLISH 
In this part of my thesis I rum going to introduce 
the subject by giving L clear underst~u1.ding of what is 
meant by Junior Agricul tUI'a.1 Extension Work. I i::'1.tend 
to accomplish this in three Wfl.yS; first, by giving a 
literal definition; second, by relating the objectives 
commonly held; and third, by indicating the three 
kinds of Junior Il.griculturul Extension Work. 
A. Definition of term. 
In 1920 n statement was prep&red and adopted by a 
joint cOlT.L!llittee representing the Association of Le.nd-
Grant Colleges, the National Society for Vocationa.l 
Education, the Depu.rtraent of Rural Education for the 
Advancement of Agriculture ... l fI1eaching. Their sta.tement 
concerning Jm1ior Extension is ~s follows: 
"Junior Extension, or boys' and gi~c'ls' clu.b work is 
the giving of instruction in, l::1.nd the dissemination of 
useful and practical infor'n1ntion concerning specio.l 
pl'loblems of' i1.l1lediate econol~lic il. portance to the 
agl")icul ture 01" the severnl communi ties, to boys r~nd girls. 
This work is done by meLns of definite J?rojects conducted 
as fD.r as possible at the work.era' 1.10meS, ll."'1der thb 
supervision u.nd dlr~ection of a competent leader, 
(and by lectures, demonstrations, bulletins, circulars, 
cOl')respondence I' and personal vis! ts), It iRvolves the 
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actufil selection of a definite line of ~ork by the worker. 
It presupposes that the plv.nning, tIlt; keeping of c~n 
accurate c8.oh c1.nd labor record, and, ;,is fur as possible, 
the mfinual 1 u.b 01-' will be done by the pro j ect worl{er a.nd 
that he will pursue [;i. definite line of reading and study 
in !~elation to the projects." 
This definition includes the work done in the 
vocational agriculture and home economics cotll"ses in the 
high schools, COnlLlonly known as the 8mi th-Hughes 
depEtrtments. Since I do not consider the. classical type 
of normal training agriculture, or the required agriculture 
of the average rural school, as functioning in the home 
or on the farm, I do not include it in this treatise. 
Also, while the work done in the Smith-Hughes department 
in high schools, is extre::mely valuable and usually 
distinctly vocational, it is u field in itself. So, for 
the purpose of this paper, I shall confine the discussion 
to tha.t pLrt of the VIorl: which functions as student 
activity on the farm or in the home. Thus, we distinguish 
this 'work from the forma.l study of the clBss room. In 
this paper, I am more concerned with the extension work 
done outside of the regulB-r 8-uthorized school instruction, 
and will consider the VJork of these departments only in so 
far as they contribute something to the three types of 
work as follows: 4-H Club work, Prevocational Agricultural 
Vlork, and, clubs fostered by commercial concerns. 
ing quotation from Bulletin 32 of Indiana state Board of 
Education concerning his work with clubs. 
THE COUNTY AGENT AS A CLUB LEADER. 
"No class of olub leaders believe in club 
work to a greater extent than the county agents. Much 
of the development of club work in Indiana can be attribu-
ted to thi s group of leaders t who in spi te of increas-
ing duties along other lines, still find time to super-
vise home project work. During the past year forty-two 
county agents, out of the total one hundred and thirty-
nina club supervisors of the State, secured fifty-four 
per cent. of the total state enrollment and fifty-one 
per cent. of the total results based on net profits. 
This good showing was made possible by the exceptional 
training of the county agents. The county agent can be 
depen0.ed upon to strongl.y support club work in every 
possible way; but because of important work with adults 
the detailed supervision of many boys and girls must be 
done by township supervisors, vocational teaohers and 
other workers. tf 
There are two possible ways for the county agent to 
render ef?ective work. First, To have entire charge of 
club work in county in co-operation wtth the county super-
intendant. Second, To have a dafinite portion of the coun-
ty to supervise and not have any control of the rest. 
Third, To have a definite portion of the work to 
perform for all clubs of the county such as training the 
judging teams, demonstration teams, or some other di-
vision. Anyone of these three would be all right de-
pendIng upon the number of vocational agriculture tea-
chers in the county and their location. The attitude of 
the authorities must also be considered. If the second 
plah were used, there might be serious objection from the 
other sections. Again, perhaps authorities would refuse 
to allow him to help with the work at all. In this con-
nection let us note that the county agent is hired directly 
by the local farm bureau after being approved by the direc-
tor of extension, and his pay comas in a small part from 
the dues of the local members, the rest being from public 
funds. If the extension department or the local farm bu-
reau would refuse to allow him to aid in this club work, 
let us remember that the county commissioners have to ap-
propriate funds from the county treasury before there can 
be a farm bureau and they would have a moral and legal right 
to demand this service in exohange. There is consaerable 
ii.emand among farmers to eliminate the state farm bureau 
control and. to become just a 100a1 unit. If the wrong 
atti tude is taken in this O€tse by the local farm bureau or 
the extension depa~.t it will ultimately result in the 
dropping of many more units because of friotion and bitter 
antagonism. Let it be I::lainly understood that I do not 
favor any such procedure, but am pointing out dangers that 
are right now threatening the system under present plans 
in many states. Of course this is not true of all states, 
but is true in many. My hope and plea is for a sensible 
whole hearted functioning co-operation organized in the 
system that will prove the best for the people of the 
country. 
However, we must face the facts that in order to make 
this scheme function over the entire state it cannot be 
entirely dependent upon county agents for direotion, be-
cause not over one-half of the oounties have county agents, 
and many of the old. counti es are dropping their agents, the 
new ones about equaling the drop outs, thus maintaining 
the number about constant. In Kansas there are sixty-one 
county agents in one hund.red and five counties. Of this 
number forty-seven are carrying on club work, making less 
than half the counties of the state. It is hard to esti-
mate what will be the status and number of county agents 
ten years in the future. For these several reasons th~ 
plan must be such that club work will go ahead even with-
Q98 ttt 
out the aid of the county agent. When the countyAis men-
tioned, the Home Demonstration Lgent is also included. 
Another important group of county workers is the vo-
cational agricultural teachers of high schools. Again we 
quote from Indiana Bulletin 32, as to the effectiveness 
of this group of club workers. 
"THE VOCATIONAL TEACHER AS A CLUB LEADER 
The data on club work for this year compe~us to 
view the vocational teacher as a club leader most ex-
cellent in all particulars. During the year 1917, 
twenty-six vocational agricultural teachers enrolled 
seven per cent of the club members of the state. The 
seven ner cent. of olub members under the direction of 
these teachers produced 29 per cent. of the total re-
sults based on net profits. 
Vooational agricultural teachers. like county agents, 
under whose direction they do their work, can give but a 
small fraction of their time to clu.b supervision. Their 
chief duty is to give vocational agricultural instruo-
tion under the general direction of the county superin-
tendent of schools and the county agricultural agent. Ex-
perience has proven that olub work is one of the best 
means of developing interest in vooational v!ork. For 
this reason the vooational teaoher has found it highly 
advisable to devote a small part of his time to olub 
projeot work with boys and girls." 
The vocational teaoher has usually been considered as 
a local leader, that is. he was expected to confine his 
work to the juniors of his district or olose adjaoent terri-
tory. The fact that he oovered but a small territory and 
'worked with only a small number of members probably accounts 
for the fact that his results rank high. The seven per 
cent enrolled, with twenty-nine per oent of results, as com-
pared wi th fifty-four per cent enrolled. wi th fifty-one 
per cent of results for county agenta. 
However, the tendency in Kansas has been to extend 
the activity of the vocations.l agricultural teacher beyond 
this district to take in even one-half to one-third of a 
oounty. At least he would be able to have general super-
vision over several to\~ships. At present there are 
eighty-four vooational agriculture teachers in sixty 
different counties in Kansas. Even with no definite of-
ficial recognition from the College Extension Department, 
there are twenty-two of them actively co-operating in 
club work. The sta·te leader sa~Ts there may be others help-
ing that he does not know of. One county has five voca-
tional agricultural teaohers, four counties have three vo-
cational agrioulture teachers each, and nineteen counties 
have t'NO vocational agricul ture teachers each. See Chart 
v. The number has been increasing at the rate of 16-20% 
each year. Inside of ten years time, there ought to be 
over 300 vocational agriculture teachers in Kansas, an 
average of three to each county. Texas has 176 teachers, 
this group of workers furnish a force that should not be 
overlooked. By utilizing them in a system whereby they 
may supervise oth9r workers in a larger field, their in-
fluence will be enormous and a big improvement will re-
sult. 
For instance, if a county were divided among the vo-
cational agriculture teachers, where there are three or 
more men to a county, and when there are one or two men in 
a co~~ty, give them territory sufficient in size to handle, 
four or five townships perhal's, then the work would have 
closer supervision than at present. 
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Perhaps the local distriot authorities would say we 
hired this man and he must not go outside of this district. 
Again let us note that he owes the public some considera-
tionJabout half of his salary usually comes from state 
and federal sources. Again the authorities may not be 
willing to relieve him from other teaching sufficient to do 
justioe to the work. Here is' another place where the im-
portance of the work must demand recognition and action 
will result accordingly. The vocational agrioulture tea-
. cher oan function in several ways, that of supervising the 
township and volunteer local leaders within his territory 
and helping in the selection and training of these leaders, 
as well as planning and fathering progressive movements 
for his olub members. 
However, it is entirely possible to handle the olub 
work effectively in oounties with neither vooational agri-
culture teaohernor county agents. There are at present 
twenty-nine suoh counties in Kansas. See Chert V. The 
ohanoes are very strong that these twenty-nine oounties 
will have ei ther a county agent or a vooational agrioul ture 
teacher <:i thin the next ten years. However, the work may 
be organized without either by utilizing the volunteer 10081 
leaders and township leaders. 
In this discuasion of oounty workers, we have not in-
cluded the oounty olub lea.der beoause of the fact that very 
few counties have them, and the number is getting less. and 
the cost to serve every oounty would be very great, as 
pointed out by Direotor Monroe of New Mexico. Further-
more, as the number of vooational agriculture teachers 
increase, the demand for this work will decrease. Of 
course where the funds will allow a full time club super-
visor for the oounty, he would be a valuable addition and 
would be the ideal organization. 
LOCAL LEADER. 
I shall propose the using of two types of local lea-
ders in furthering junior agriculture extension work. 
1. The township supervisor. 
2. The volunteer local leader. 
The first one, the township supervisor,is absolutely 
essential if junior agriculture extension work is to attain 
the place its importanoe warrants. This fact is attested by 
Indiana Bulletin 32 as follows: 
"THE TOWNSHIP SUFERVISOR AS A CLUB LEADER 
Township supervision of olub work is a paying proposi-
tion. The average cost of eaoh of the 45 township super-
visors employed in Indiana in 1917 was .$165.00. The aver-
age results based on net ~rofits secured by each of these 
township supervisors was $733.06. 
As in the oase of the vocational agricultural teacher, 
the township supervisor works under the general direction 
of the County Superintendent of Schools and the County Ag-
ricultural Agent. As a general rule the supervisor who 
has had special training in agriculture and home economics, 
who has taught agriculture or home eoonomics on a home pro-
jec t basis and has thereby oreflted among the young people 
a great interest in practical farm and home projects, and 
who has an enthusiastic interest in boys and girls, is 
the kind of supervisor that will secure satisfactory re-
sults. 
Provision for employing township supervisors should 
be made by school officials at the time they employ teac~­
ars fer' the year. At least one teacher in each township, 
Who is qualified by training, experience and natural ability 
for club supervis ion work should be employed. as a tea-
cher in the township, with the understanding that he or she 
will rem:in in the township during the summer and supervise 
cl ub work. 
The most serious handicap of club work is the scarcity 
of trained leaders. Township trustees in many cases find 
it impossi ble to secure ei ther a man or woman tre,ined 
sufficiently to care for their project work. The solu-
tion of the problem is in employing at least two or three 
teachers in the to~~shipwho are qualified by training, ex-
perience '::nd natural aptitude for leadership in club work. 
In some cases it may be necessary to plan a year ahead and 
insist that a teacher take agricultural training during the 
summer with the und_erstanding that he or she will care for 
the project work during the next year." 
I propose thf,t township offie ials be gi ven authori ty 
to select at least one talented, popula~t public spirited 
school teacher, or young farmer in each township and re-
quire him to get proper tra.ining for his work. 
But now how ar"e we going to get this training of volun-
teer workers? In either case of the teacher or the far-
mer it would require looking after the work during the win-
ter, transportation in going around to the projects through-
out the year, and cost of time and expense of attending the 
school. This extensive progr8m could not be put on with-
out some ecmpensation. It would be ur to the ones in charge 
o~' club work to sell the bigness of the plan and its value 
to the oounty commissioners so that they will appropriate 
enough money from the county funds to meet this expense for 
one leader in each to\\'llship. The expense will be decided 
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One of the importn.nt ftmctions of thE; club work is 
to get hold of these young people and give them SOlne 
guidance. Such phases LS tehching them some of the in-
spiring things in ?.:'..gricul ture , giving them some vision 
of its possibilities as a life job, giving them & part 
in the sol vine or the rurDl conmiuni ty 1 S problems, get-
ting close to them tlll')ough (;ictually working with them 
on things that are of particul~r interest to them, 
thus teLching them how to \vork together, plB.y together, 
co-opel"1la te, a.nd achieve. Junior Agricul tural Extension 
Work gives actual training in conducting meetings in an 
orderly way, carl)ying on teD.m demonstratj.ons, earnin.g 
money, and acquiring property. It shows the value of 
the trained mind :)nd h::...nd, thus, it creates in them 
tho desire to finish the elementary and high school, 
even go on to college, or otherwise fit them-selves for 
lif'e's work. 
It is necessary to know ~ome of the objectives of a 
Vlol')k in order to 1'),6r;.11y tmderstand i ts limitations. In 
this thesis the question of the aims is one of the 
strategic points. The two opposed views are: 
1. Some wOl"tkers nw.intain that it is purely and simply a 
method of extension. ThB.t is, that the purpose is to 
see ho\'{ rL;.pidly the pr£.ctices of the neighborhood may 
be improved rather tllf<-n hOVl the individual boy or girl 
may be helped. 
· : "1 
upon and the salary be high enough to IJay a Ii ttle more than 
the actual expense to the leader, but it need not be a very 
great amount. The average cost of these leaders in 
Indiana is about $165.00. These funds will have to be 
handled locally either by counties who wanted. to put on 
the work or by townships setting aside funds if all the 
county did not want to start out at once. 
I shall now suggest the organization and operation of 
the local township. 
There is a definite plan of local organization that 
has proven itself far superior to all others. This con-
slsts in thoroughl.y organizing an entire township into one 
club organization. ~7i thin this local organization, having 
the usual officers' duties, we bave the units of the dif-
ferent types of work, I ike .poul try, swine, dairy, foal 
preparation, food preservation, or clothing. Whenever there 
are five or more members studying the same line of work, 
then they elect a vice-president to represent their inter-
ests on the program committee, and to be responsible for 
calling the meetings of that group at the critical times, 
and preparing the demonstrations necessary, and in general 
looking after the members of that division. This becomes 
pos,ib Ie. 
a very important job and when "there is a person carrying 
that project who has had the proper training and has the 
quali~ies of leadership, tactfulness, industry, and en-
thusiasnt for the possibilities of the work. When there 
is no such member taking this project, then it is best 
to obtain a leader that is well versed in that project 
and has a s many of the qualities mentioned before as is 
possible to obtain. This is especially important if the 
·club is to be run at full force in all of its branches and 
this is the way it should be operated because it is impor-
tant enough to challenge the respect of the community. 
Under these conditions it serves all the children in the 
community and carr~es with it the natural enthusiasm of 
the group. The girls should have their organization in 
the main club with Vice-president and leader when necess-
ary the same as the boys. Once a month there should be 
a meeting of the entire club with its program made up 
partly of boys' problems and partly of girls' problems. 
The songs and yells of this group, with its regular rec-
reational activities and occasional picnics make it a big 
drawing card and is of great value to the members. We 
maintain that the enterprise basis club, organized with 
boys alone, with sow and litter as the only project, miss 
a great part of the true olub work. They may learn as 
much about their project as in the community club but not 
necessarily any more. Mr.R.W.Morrish, Kansas State Club 
Leader, makes this statement. "This type of community 
club is rapidly replacing the other type. Every place 
where it is being tried (honestly) they much prefer it. 
Consequently it is only a question of time. " 
The vice-presidents of the different groups of p.ojects, 
called demonstrations in the 4-H club system, are to compose 
the program committee with the club vice-president as chair-
man of that coromi ttee. A t the beginning of the year this' 
committee meets ano. together with the club and project lea-
ders as well as the county supervisor and local sponsor and 
an~T other interested persons t such as perhaps members of the 
adult co~~ittee for the promotion of club work formulate a 
plan for the year's work and make out the yearly program 
as soon as the membership has been established. This 
should be done in the fall after the previous year's work 
is closed and when interest is still high, rather then to 
let it die down and wait until next spring to re-organize. 
The new officers are also to be elected at this time. It 
will be necessary to vary the type of work for the three 
groups of youth, namely the ages 10-13 years, pre-adoles-
cent period, 13-17, the mid-adolescent group, and 17-21, 
the later or post-adolescent group. The fact that these 
groups differ so widely in their habits and interests pre-
cludes the possibility of effective work with them, all 
enrolled in one club and doing the same type of work. 
The pre-adolescent group is marked by a dependence on 
the opinion of chums and playmates rather than of adults, 
by a competitive rivalry spirit, by a tendency to readily 
accept things that are for immediate use, the actual doing 
of things. They care little for the money side of things 
and it is the beginning of the gang spirit. These youths 
care little for an adult. community program of betterment 
and to attempt to force th:~ usual extension demonstration 
system upon this group would be fatal. We believe that 
this group should be handled differently. The "do" part 
of the work should. be featured to a considerable extent 
making this the r:.,revocational or vocational guid.anoe part 
of the work. This would., we believe, require a specially 
fitted leader and separate outlines of work with the ob-
jectives outlined being constantly kept in mind. It is 
to this group that the food work should be given, so as to 
establish habits of life and. eating that will make for 
health of the body. At this time the appetite is likely 
to be freakish e ..,ni besides if habits are not established. 
now, it will be too late to do any reforming later in life. 
True, this will mean considerable thought and. '~vork and the 
old type of extension worker who cares only for the com-
muni ty demonstration value would. not "be bothered." wi th this 
phase. This is one big reason why a change of system is 
imperative. The immediate direotion of this work should 
be in connection wi th the school system for it is surel y 
educationa.l an,i reouires the best thought of men trained 
in the education ani d.irection of youth activities, not in 
hogs. 
These ages are only comparative and. of course will 
vary wi th the ind.i viduals, girls usually re~,ching the stage 
before boys do. 
The second group ar:proximately 13-17, or the mid-
adolescent group is the one group from which the bulk of 
club members are drawn. It is at this age that motor 
habi ts are formed more easily and these habi ts b ec orne 
permanent. This is the age when the youth's need is in 
the formative s ta te an,i when h~ s viewpoints are m~ded.. 
It is the age of hero worship and the gre9test care should 
be used in selecting only the very best type of 10c81 
and project leaders because of the example to the members. 
Money an,i prizes mean more to this group. They like free 
choice besides the process of vocational guidance is go-
ing on still, therefore we must expect more or less shifting 
of projects in order that the youth may be sure of his ap-
titudes. Looked at from a purely demonstration view-
point, this is poor management, but it is only natural; 
and from an educational viewpoint it is absolutely essen-
tial. In fact, one advantage of the oomrnunity organiza-
tion and a longer period of club work is that the youth 
may, as the years go by, either increase the number of 
his activities or drop one project and take up another, 
thus getting a wider range of experienoe and training than 
he couli possibly get with the one club alone. This 
group likes to earn money, to possess things, and are in-
tereeted in adult problems. Thus by taking advantage of 
these tendencies we can enroll a rather complete list of 
projects and emphasize the community program and itsneeds 
for this group. 
After members have gone through these two stages of 
olub work ann enter into the la.te or post-adolesoent age 
they are anxious to be of speoial servioe. 
ural at this age and. shou.ld. be enoouraged. 
This is nat-
It is now that 
young people are ideali stio, and often want to beoome mis-
sionaries and suoh. This desire oan be put to good advan-
tage in direoting them in the leadership of the units. 
Surely there is not a better missionary work anywhere than 
this, and by training and. experienoe they can be fitted 
for it. It is a faot that after a manis 25 years old his 
habits and viewpoints seldom ohange. This is the reason 
that it has been so diffioult to seoure proper leaders 
among the adults. 
B. Probably one of the most important problems of 
this proposed system is the soheme for the seleotion and 
training of leaders,both volunteer looal leaders and paid 
township leaders, as well as the material for offioers 
of the olubs. The training soheme oenters around the 
vooational sohool where there is no one in the county and 
in different ways where there is no vooational school 
avei lab Ie. 
The seleotion of leaders to be trained is an impor-
tant job. ~~1en the system gets under headway the only 
ones eligible for seleotion will be those who have had 
sucoessful olub experience, or have shovm ou.tstanding· 
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interest in leadership. To begin with, the tovmship 
officers and county leaders should very carefully con-
sider the qualiflcations mentioned as necessary for the 
job, especially that of township supervisor. They 
should look for a person that has a genial disposition, 
who is enthusiastic and resourceful and who has great 
faith in the possibilities of club work, one who poss-
esses no detrimental personal habits and has a sterling 
strength of character. These qualities must 00 present 
as they are the most important and cannot be trained 
ir.:.to the candidate. One had better start out '.~?ith an 
enthusiastic unqualified leader, mo knows n'othing of 
the meche.nics of' club work t than a oollege graduat e that 
is luke warm in his relations with the youth. This 
person, because of the nature of the work and the limi-
ted funds that will be available t will usually be a 
school teacher living in the township. They would be 
hired for the year, their evenings during the school year, 
and all the time during vaoation. They play an impor-
tant part in securing an enrollment, directing the selec-
tion of projeots and hel'ping the vice-presidents and looal 
leaders in the supervision of their project groups and 
making out programs, oalling projeot enterprise groups 
together for demonstrations. 
He must be able to work with others and to take 
suggestions for he is to work under the direot super-
vision of the vocational agricultu.re teacher when there 
is one, and otherwise under the COUY:i.ty Agrioul ture 
Agent or the County Superintendent of Schools. 
What means shall be used in training these leaders 
and officers? In communities where there is a vocational 
school it should function in three ways in the training 
of leaders, first. in the regular class work with the 
home project; second, the short unit courses and part time 
work, and third evening courses. 
In this training work let us analyze the kinds of 
training these different leaders need. In the first 
place let us re8.1ize that what the leader need.s is ex-
perience in carrying on a projeot of bis own. The velY 
best training then is actual particip~ tion in club work 
or else the project work of the vocational school. This 
experience in youth is to be preferred to the training 
that can be given to the adult teacher which will necess-
a.rily be different. The training for him will have 1D 
be a study of plans and organization and a technical 
study of subject matter. 
The first means of training to be disoussed is that 
to be given to the boys and girls by the vocational ag-
rioulture and home making departments of the High School. 
These youths get an a~vanced training that is 
usually not possible in the unorganized or even in the 
best olub systems. They spend oonsiderable time in 
studying the oommunity problems, farm management and ex-
tended principles of feeding and oare of live stook and 
crop produotion, in conneotion with their home projects, 
as well as seouring the skills in the shop and repair 
work, rope work, It is all under very close and effic-
ient supervision. Any club worker who through jealousy 
or because of friction with the authorities fails to 
avail himself of this opportuni ty to obtain e:~cellent. 
leadership material that will be more acceptable to the 
memb ers than the old type of 1 eader is mi as ing a rare op-
portuni ty. This is the reason why all junior a.gricul-
ture extens ien VJo:~k should be defini tely tied up wi th the 
department of education and the vocational school recog-
nized as a training ground for leaders. I propose to 
utilize to the fullest extent this agency of training lea-
ders. My plan is to study the ways and means of organiz-
ing and conducting club work, in our vocation8.1 schools 
just as we would study any other vital eoonomic agenoy, 
like the farm bureau or the cooperating marketizg associa-
tions. The time would be mighty well spent for the 
value of the future farmers, as well as the future fathers 
and club leaders. Mr .Morrish, 0 f Kansas, has the 
following to say concerning young leaders of club work: 
"I believe that 4-H club work is still in its infancy. 
It has just been going long enough now for us to begin some 
study on methods and how it should be conducted. I look 
for many changes to be made in the next five or ten years 
that will make club work much more effeotive and reaoh 
many more boys and girls than we are at present. MORE 
E1iPHA.SIS IS G()IUG TO BE PJ.tACED UPON THE DEVELOPING OF 
J1JNICR LBADERSHIP IN TEE OLDER Mll~rnERS." 
The boys and girls will get the technical training 
necessary as well as the habit of the project method and 
the proper attitude towar,~s work Hnd farm life. This vo-
oational oourse in high schools, if properly handled, is 
undoubtedly the very best system of training local lea-
ders, vice presidQnts and even for the township supervisor. 
This last named leader will need further instruction, but 
~s a basis for the work the vocational department is un-
equaled in the present condition of affairs. 
PART TIME SHORT COURSES4 
It can be readily seen that the objection will bel· 
raised that some of the best prospective leaders will not 
attend the vocational high school. For those who quit 
school early but remain in olub work and would make good 
material for leadership, we have planned a short inten-
sively practioal, part time roures in the vocational de-
partments of the high school. This function of the 
high school departments i8 being put to work more and 
more, and will make an excellent training ground for 
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2. Others r.na.intain the opposite vievv, that the education 
and develppment of the youth, ruther than the im-
provement of the practices of the neighborhood, is 
the chief aim. They frown upon the use of the money 
incentive, expensive pl--izes, and all forms of boom 
and boost in the work for [\.ny person, organiza tioD, or 
idea. They warn f:._gainst exploiting youth for any 
other purpose thu.n the trD-in:tng of the youth. 
Of course there are those who maintain H combination 
of these two views. Which is the correct one, will be 
discussed later in the thesis.· 
3. Kinds of Junior .tl.gricul turnl Exter:sion Work. 
In order to further make plain the meaning of the 
subject" I intend to SilOW that a slightly different .form 
of Junior Agricultural Ext'ension Work, is carried on by 
each of three different ~lgencies, n[Hnel~l: 
(1) The Smith-Lever workers. 
(2) The Smith-Hughes teachers. 
(3) Comrrerclal concerns. 
Boys c-nd girls 4-H club vJork is H defini te pf~rt of 
the Americon system of extension work in agriculture and 
110111e economics. Its Vlork center.s in the united states 
Depa.rtment of Agriculture ~tnd 1s h2-ndled through the 
Extension DeptJ-rtment of Agriculturf:1.1 Colleges, by the 
st~l_te club leader. 
leaders who have dropped out of school, just as the day 
school furnished for the others. Most assuredly, we 
would not want anyone to feel that it was absolutely es-
sential to graduate from a vocational dep~rtment of 
high school before they could be leaders, or that par-
tiality was shown them for any other reason than for fit-
ness to do the job. 
Another means of improvement of subject matters WJuld 
be the evenlng schocl classes conducted for adult farmers. 
By attending thesq classes the prospective leader wO'G.ld 
become acquainted with the vital problems of farmers ani 
the best solution for them. This would give him excellent 
experience in adapting the work of his club to the communi-
ty problems as far as practic&l without injuring the train-
ing of the youth. He would also gain in the friendsAip 
and confidence of the leading farmers, and breeders of the 
township. The tours of inspection taken in this work 
would get him well acquainted with the seed stock availa-
ble for projects. The instructor can bring out. some 
proper club procedure dwelling on the value of the indi-
vidual work to the youth, the reason for encouraging the 
work by offering the stock for sa~ at fair prices, in-
stead of holding up the boys and girls for exhorbitant 
prices. 1,'lholesome discussions on the idea of the boy 
doing his OWllt work and directing his own project should 
be brought out at this time. 
Thus the school in its various activities becomes 
the training center for the work and the peOl)le will look 
to the school and the vocational agricultural sad home 
economics teachers to give information and direction in 
the work. The vocational teachers will naturally become 
the directors of the junior work in their sections of the 
country. This will be considered an important part of 
their work, they will be trained along this line in col-
lege. 
The counties where there are no vocational schools 
near enough to the to\vnships to be organized, there are 
three possible ways of training the leaders. 
1. County leadership ~chool. 
2. Club camps. 
z. Short courses at Agriculture College. 
Where there is a County .Agent the training work may be 
handled nicely. 
In this case the County Agent should organize the 
work in a system something like the Indiana system. He 
should carefully select several in each township that can 
get away for some time in the year to attend a leaders' 
school. The young farmers that are chosen for volunteer 
local leaders will have their natural leiSUre time in the 
winter season. The county agent can arrange to get them 
together and the state project leader give the training· to 
all including the county agriculture agent, or if the 
state project leader could not arrange to be present 
and the agent had had sufficient training and exper-
ience he could handle the work himself. Very likely the 
first school should be conducted by the state leader him-
self. In order to accomodate both farmer and teacher 
the work will have to be given after four o'clock in the 
evening. The 4-6 period is not very good for the young 
farmer, because of chores, but perhaps it cculd be ar-
ranged. An int~nsive course of from 6-12 days or nh~hts 
in succession would help much. 
This system may be put in operation b:T the County 
Superintendent and the state Leader vmere there is no 
County Agent or vocational agriculture teacher. 
Another means of training leaders in the county is 
the club camp. This is primarily intended as a school 
to train leaders and by organizing a special class for 
leaders at this camp much good could be accomplished 
by the state project leader. This instruction would 
naturally be rather limited because of the short dura-
tion of the camp. 
The Agricultural Colleges could be of big value by 
organizing a short unit course of instruction for all 
township leaders of the state at the Agricultural Col-
lege. This course would be cond.ucted by the state pro-
ject leader and tne teacher training department co-oper-
ating. A two or three weeks course with round table 
1iscussions would be valuable. At this time technic~ 
agriculture and home eoonomics training will be given 
members of the teacher training staff, and the stock and 
paints of interest at the college will be shown to the 
leaders and used as a basis of study. 
In training the county leaders there is a difference 
in method. The only way the county superintendent could 
be reached is through the club camps or through the sum-
mer course at Agriculture Colleges. They could. be re-
quired by law to take some such course, which might be 
of doubtful value. Or perhaps an increased reimburse-
ment would stimulate interest and attendance without com-
f:.:ulsion. 
Thf-: vocational teachers coulrl. be trained in t.he best 
methods of organizing and conducting junior ~'lork by the 
teacher training departme1ltat the colleges where they are 
trained as an integra.l part of the Smi th-Hughes program. 
Especially do the home economics teachers need this train-
ing in college because of a failure as yet to do anything 
with the home project. 
This course should. include observation and practice, 
the same as is done at present \uth the other line of work. 
Improvemen t on t'1e job may resul t from attending 
club camps, county leadership schools or the courses at the 
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Agricultural Co1lege~ ia the summer. Tbi3 :ould be 
a part of a defiDite improverueat scheme ~ith cre1it? 
toward a»M.S. degree. Agaia supervisore ~nj itiaeraRt 
teacher tr~i~er3 coul~ help im i~proviRg the ffetho~s of 
the teacher in jualor club work. 
The COUJity agelit could be require:i to take this same 
trainin~ cour3e as the vocatioA~l agri:ult~=~l tea8her 
before he ~ecomes eli~ible to be ~ County Agemt. This i~ 
oae way in which the e;:t'~l1'3is:n d.er~rtJ:eJlt may co-o},:-Gr3.te 
7-! i t h the v 0 0 3. t i 0 rL 3.1 for c e ~ in pre mot in; : 1 u 't, .~.: 0 r k • 
State ~ni n~tion~l lea1er~ will grow u~ ~n ',1[ork a~ 
81u;:, member'!} ·:omin'7' UT- tbl"ou~h the loca.l leader route, 3.~i 
r-erha:;:3 t:lrou7h COURt] le3.,j,e!"3 t jO~-'>3 to the state aDd 
Aatio.~l leajersti~. 
c. I have alre~dy ~hown OKe w~y in which the exteLoicE 
1e~~rt~eftt at th6 kgrl~~ltural Colle~e C3~ oo-oper~te i~ 
promoting junior a~ricultural extc~3io~ ~ork. Besides 
requiri ...... the oounty a~ricul tur~l 3..ger;;.t to t3cke rroper 
traini~g in :olleIe to fit hi~ for thi3 :luc ~ork it ca~ 
fur.ish ~ulleti.e ~~i :ir~ul~rs; ge:ond, it c~n render 9srvicb 
by supplying the su~ject matter ~~1 zpeoi~listaj third, 
it c~n supply judge~ for faira. 
In the first rl~oe rr~c~iv~~ ~c~kers in the exte~3io. 
jep~rtment are i~ a positi0~ to write scxe very 
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good bulletins that can be understood by club children. 
The average technical bulletin is not fit to use in 
club studies. The extension people have done a great 
work in writing bulletins and circulars in a popular 
manner for farmers and also many for club workers. 




To cite specific examples that will aemonstrate 
the future possible ~ahievernents of Junior 
Agricultural Extension Work in the United states. 
Sub-objectives. 
A. To shovl thftt enrollment in Junior Agriculturf;.l 
Extension 7iol1 k may be greatly increased. 
B. To show that this would resul t in il~~proved 
agricul tural prHctices .• 
C. To show it would also improve conditions in 
the home. 
D. It will round out the school progr~l, enrich it 
and cause a gre~ter deJl1und for Vocational 
Education in schools. 
E. To shoW that it develops the con:rl:uni ty spirit. 
F. To show that Junior Agricultural Extension Work 
trains the youth snd develops his ability for 
lea.dership. 
Ilti. 
Major Objective VI. 
To cite specific examples that will demonstrate the 
possible future achievements of Junior Agricultural Ex-
tension Work in the United States. 
The achievements possible in extending the usefull-
ness of Junior Agriculture Extension Work are many. It 
is entirely possible in the next ten years, provided the 
proper adjustments are made in the present system, for 
the following resul ts to be accom:plished througl:ou t the 
United states. 
At least 50% of the counties in the Agricultural 
sections can be closely organized accordir!g to the pro-
posed system with 400-500 junior members per county. 
Fountain County Indiana has enrolled 500 members by 
adopting a logica.l system for Junior Agriculture Ex-
tention Work. 
As a direct result of this club work there can be 
an improvement in agricultural practices on the farm as 
follows: A large increase in the number of purebred 
hogs and an improvement of the quality of the average 
herd, an increase of better quality beef cattle, an 
increase of the profitable dairy animals, and improve-
ment in the orcharding phase of agriculture, and a long 
step toward elimination of the mongrel flock of poultry. 
Furthermore, there would be an improvement in seed and 
crop selection, in rotation of crops and in soil treat-
ment. 
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As a proof that the possibilities are as I have in-
dicated, I shall quote from the most recent bulletin by 
the Indiana Division of Vocational Education, Education 
Bulletin 54, Club and Vocational Training in Farm and 
Home Making in Fountain County. The proposed system is 
an adaption of the Indiana one and these statements of 
facts strengthen our claim that the improvement mention-
ed actually will result. 
First we will consider the increase in the number 
of pure bred hogs. 
"Pure bred hogs are expected to be found on every 
good farm in Fountain County. There was a time when this 
was not true, and pure-bred hogs were regarded as a fancy 
of the well-to-do farmer. Pig club work has proven to 
the average farmer- that pure-bred hogs pay. I have noted 
that every grand champion of the ~'ountain County pig 
club exhibit at Covington has been won by a pure-bred. 
Thousands of people have seen this show each year and' it 
has had a great influence upon making Fou...l1tain County 
approach one hundred per cent work in pure-bred hogs. 
Five years ago, when club and vocational work was 
started in our county, there were no more than five out-
standing breeders of pure-bred hogs in the county to 
supply the needs. To-day there are more than a Bcore 
of breeders endeavoring to meet the demands of the far-
mer trade in pure-bred swine. We have not only increased 
the number of men raising pure-breds but have greatl~y 
improved the (IUali ty and almost doubled the (jue,nti ty of 
pork production." 
J.S. Reed, 
Breeder of Big Type Poland China Hogs, 
Veedersburg. 
That the quality of beef cattle and the best meth-
ods of feeding and handling the same can be rapid.ly in-
creased by club Vlork is testified by :Mr. Dan C. Reed in 
the following: 
"Mr. W. W. Layton, President of the :b'irst National 
Bank of Covington, Indiana says, 'The boys and girls 
vocational and club work with calf a~d pig projects has 
been the means of developing livestock throughout the 
county to a high quality in a much quicker way than 
could been successfully accomplished by any other method. 
Practically every township in Fountain County has 
been at some time in the baby beef club contest. Over 
200 youngsters have been instructed and can produce the 
goods. As a result of club and vocational work there is 
a greater number and better livestock on Fountain county 
fSl"rns than five years ago. Boys and girls "baby beef" 
feeding work has been a great incentive for better beef 
cattle. If the standard is to be maintained we expect 
the young folks to de it. They know hOW." 
Dan C. Reed 
Attica. 
If these far reaching results are obtained in 
Indiana, there seems to be no logical reason why the 
same results should not be obtained in other sections, 
provided that serious consideration is given to the 
task and the entire corps of available workers utilized. 
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The meaning of' the 4-H's as given by the club pledge 
is: It I pledge my heu.d to cleaner thinking, my heart to 
greLlter 10yL.lty, my h("<.nds to grec;ter service, and my 
health for better living, for my community, my state, 
and my country.1t 
In the counties the work is handled in three ways. 
Pirst, if there is no county agricul turE1I agent, the 
work is cErried on directly by the stftte leader, through 
vlhDtever volunteer, local lea.ders he CFln obtain. Second, 
if there is a county agent, he directs all of the club 
worl.:, and follows the plans and suggestions of the 
state leader. Third, when the work has developed to the 
place where there is d&nger of slighting the adult work~ 
a specia.l club ~~~gent 1s put in charge of the boys I and 
girls' work, he is of course, subordinate to the county 
agent. 
Colorado has installed h Lod1f'ication of this third 
system by ndding an assistant county agricultural a.gent 
who may teJ{e charge of the club v~ork or who may relieve 
the regular agent of some of' the other "Work so that he 
may put more of his eneJ'gies into this club. work. 
The 4-H club \~Ol~k includes cHlf', pig, poultry, 
own-your-own room clubs, and many others for boys and 
girls over ten years of ftge. In this connection I shall 
define the meuning of two terms used in 4-H club work. 
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That profitable dairying may be boosted through 
junior af:ricul ture pro jects is evident from the fo1low-
ing testimony: 
flFountain County 1n years passed has not been re-
garded as a dairy county, but conditions are rapidly 
changing in regard to this industry. Some fundamentals 
prior to the undertaking of dairying is being advanced 
by the club people. Within the last five years the 
number of pure-bred dairy cattle has doubled and a pure-
bred dairy sire is now used. The testing of dairy cattle 
for tuberculosis has also come within the last five years. 
The first work of this kind was done by the vocational 
class at Veedersburg three years ago. at present we 
have 75 men signed up for tuberculosis test with 500 
cows. These men are lending a helping hand by using their 
herds to improve the health of Fountain County. We plan 
to boost more dairying in Fountain County through the 
boys and girls club work." 
J. V. l1cKnigh t 
Veedersburg. 
Orcharding is an enterprise which is greatly helped 
by the junior agriculture extension work. It is a phase 
of farm work badly neglected on most farms and it is 
here that a great amount of good is done by club member2. 
nOrcharding ia Fountain County is profitable. At 
·leastone-half' of our aciage is adaptable to fruit grov;-
ing and particularly is there a need for a home orchard. 
The old home orchards---trave about died out but could be 
r 
re juvenated if tal:en in time. Since club work and vo-
cational agriculture have been introduced into our rural 
schools a great stride has been made along this line. 
Eighty percent of all old orchards now being treated 
are being looked after by boys in orcharding projects 
in the various localities of the county. as commercial 
growers we hear a lot about the demonstration orchards 
conducted by vocational boys, and we are sure that new 
orchards planted and old ones renewed will be done in a 
large measure by the young people in vocational and clu.b 
work~t 
Coffing Brothers, Silverwood, Indiana. 
I shall quote just one example of how club work can 
improve crop conditions. 
Corn Production, 
"The Palin ear of corn a few years ago advertised 
Fountain County far and wide as a"Corn King" County. 
When the opportunity came I moved to Fountain County to 
raise corn. I found that lPountain County would produce 
fine corn, and I also found that the schools and club 
leaders in Fountain County were boosting better corn. 
As a producer of seed corn has proven to the parent and 
to the community that better seed increases the yield. 
Fountain County has a reputation for good corn. Bows' 
and girls' corn club work has helped to increase the 
quality of our corn by the disease free s ad and ear to 
the row work. Thru club and vocational work the reputa-
tion of Fountain County as a corn county will be main-
tained." 
VI. J. lJlrey, 
Hillsboro. 
Many, many others could be given such as intro-
ducing and disseminating a new and improved variety, 
use of liLe and fertilizer, and the like. 
However, improvement in agriculturalpractices is not 
the only benefi t that will resul t from club v·or}:. 
There will be a great improveffient in beauty and conven-
iences of the farm home. As a direct result of the im-
proved agricultural practices, a greater net profit will 
acrue to the farm family making more money available for 
the added conveniences for the farm home. Any amount of 
propaganda may be carried on, but it takes money to buy 
the conveniences that everyone admits farm women need. 
Who can doubt the increased effieiency in homemaking and 
interest in home conveniences on the part of those com-
pleting sU8h work on the following: 
Household management; 
"There were one thousand girls 1 exhibits at the 
county fair in 1021, consisting of baking and canning 
club products from every section of the county. It has 
been interesting to.me in my supervision of exhibits to 
note the quality of work done by ~hese girls. In many 
instances the girls have excelled the women's department. 
The friendly rivalry, the mingling of the contestants, 
fixing idea.ls fO-l"---better homes in .'b'ountain County was 
evident to the interested onlookers. Club and voca-
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tional work among the girls has been a real contribution 
to better rural life, better health, comfort and happiness 
for our people." 
Mrs. George Williams, 
Secretary Women's Division at County F~ir 
Besides this interest on the part of the girls, 
remember that the boys are working right along with the 
girls and in their meetings will absorb the importance 
of these labor savers in the home. As a result there 
will no longer be found the best of equipment at the barn 
and on the fields but more in the home. 
Again both boys and girls will take an interest in 
beautifying the home inside and out. Decorations will 
be found within and a scru~lerlaridscape without. 
This idea of bea~l.. ty will extend to the schools and 
other public centers. Club work will fill out the school 
program, the study in the class room will not be of the 
textbook type, but will be on the leaflets, bulletins, 
etc. directly affecting. the child~ home project. Thus 
will the school be made to really function in the life 
of the pupils. Note the words of the County Superin-
tendent of Fountain County. 
"One of the outstanding and far-reac.ing results 
accomplished is the discovery and development of lcad-
ers. Space will not permit the mention in detail of all 
of these leaders. Naturally one's attention is turned 
to the county superintendent of schools. The present 
, C) ~ 
.L ,_ ' 
incumbent of that office, Mr. Guy A. Waldrip, and his 
county board of education have been consistent and loyal 
supporters of the county program of club and vocational 
work. Mr. Waldrip says, "We have evolved a system that 
vitalizes the teaching of agriculture and home econom-
ics. Through the club work the child does things, and 
makes practical application of school instruction. We 
regard the club work as a part of seventh and eighth 
grade agriculture and home economics, and to omit it 
would be a step backward in our scheme of education. 
This county is essentially agricultural and the club 
work rounds out the outline of the study that would 
certainly be incomplete without it." 
Boys and girls club work makes the school become 
the community social center and thus unites the people. 
As a result there comes a greater demand for vocational 
training in the schools. Note the trend of events in 
Cain Township. 
~ommunity Development. 
"Bo!}:s' and girls' club work in Fountain County is 
primarily constructive. For example, in Cain Tovmship 
there were a few young people in club work. The County 
Leader visited the trustee who was a firm believer in 
club work but felt that he did not have a looal leader. 
A teaoher was secured as leader and by the end of the 
second year club work was flourishing. As a result 
there came a strong demand for vocational agriculture 
and home economics to be taught. The township had a 
oonsolidated school but the building was not ad.equate. 
There was no place large enough for commullity meetings. 
The boys were forced to travel six miles to play basket-
ball. The commm1ity was not united. As a result of 
one yearts work in vocational agriculture, the support 
of the com~unity was strong enough to enable the trustee, 
to construct a $100,000 addition to the school building. 
In addition to rooms for vocational work, the new building 
contains a large gymnasuum, an auditorium with seating 
capacity for 1,000 people and one of the most attractive 
stages seen anywhere. The building is in almost constant 
use, which discloses the fact that this community has 
had an awakening and is taking her place among the fore-
most townships. 
Can anyone doubt the value of junior agriculture 
extension work in this community? 
Junior Agriculture Extension Work will give boys 
and girls an ambition to do better things and train them 
so that they will actually be able to do them. The case 
of Edward Mallett of Fountain County, Indiana illustrates 
this pOint. 
Edward Mallet graduated -from high school in the 
vocational agriculture course in 1921. He served in the 
army one year. He was a pig member 1915, 116, '17, '18. 
In 1920 he completed projects in the sow and litter and 
corn Cl~lbs. He was a calf cl"Llb member in 1918 and has 
started to deveiop a Guernsey herd. Has now a cow and 
calf. He made his expenses last year in high school 
selling milk. His dairy interest has given him a position 
with Purdue University where he is now doing advance 
registry work. He is one of the oldest and most con-
sistent club members.in the county. 
Besides Junior Agricul tural Extention ~iOTk can be 
expected to devF10p the qualities of leadership in the 
youth. Several examples of this development have been 
quoted in this thesis and many others could be cited. 
Let us note one of Ada Duncan of Indiana. 
Nor must we forget the club ir:embers who have devel-
oped into leaders of club groups and without whose aid 
a program of the present sco:pe would be irrrpossi ble, De-
velopment of leaders is one of the outstanding results acc-
omplished through the vocational and club project work 
in sewing, baking, canning, and home making. 
Ada Duncan has done club work in canning, sewing, 
baking for the past four years. After her first year she 
assisted in enrolling members and pro!. oti:.-lg the club in-
ter::st. .A.fter she had had three years experience, she 
became a local leader and now has taken up leadership 
for the whole township in girls' club work. September, 
1921, she was an outatanciing successful exhibitor in the 
caiilling contest at the state fair. 
128. 
SlJ1I!IviAHY 
Junior AgriculturLl }!;xtension Wo:vk originated in 
the North and spre&d to the South. It d~veloped r~pidly 
End attained a world wide reputation. It developed 
steadily in the north snd west Rfter the passage of the 
Snith-Lever Act. It is a part of the extension program 
today. 
rrhel"'le are several factors th&.t show a vi te.l need for 
this \yorlc among farm boys Gnd girls. The lack of a good 
social 8_nd recreational life for farm youth is taken 
care of by this work. rl1he need of hcving trained :farmers 
makes club YIOrX eminently worth -ublle. And the ne{.:;d for 
the solution of rural problems of production, murketine, 
Hnd social nature demands thb.t there be some met;ns of 
educating the youth for ti1is important V'{ork. 
There are several reasons why Junior Agricultural 
Extonsion Work is not at present doing the most good 
it is capable of doing. rrhere is no one directing head 
to whom [:0,11 the three agencies conducting the work are 
l'>esponsible. The largest one group of possible workers, 
the Vocational l:.griculture teachers, are not being used 
in most places and Lid of the public school system is 
not even sought by ~nost of the V1orkel~s at least in the 
4-H Lnd cOli'lmercially organized clubs. 'Ilhere is no 
adequate system of securing and training leaders in 
the present plan. 
129. 
In correcting the defects and insuring the great-
est possible good l'lesulting from Junior l~gricultural 
Extension Work, there must be a directing force that 
will utilize all possible workers and will train and 
direct them. It will be necessary :for a careful 
considera.tion of the problems of the corllnunity by the 
leaders of the viork [;.no c. very definite eff'ort to 
educate the people to the value of this kind of work 
in order that the proper support may be obtained from 
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They &.re "demonstration" and "contest". "Demonstration" 
is mea!lt to include an enterprise such us sVJine production, 
dairying, poultry ~nd the like. While the term "contest" 
is B.pplied to the special part of the udoIDonstration" to 
be taken up by the member such as a so,.v &nd litter contest. 
There p.re usua.lly three "contests" within the poultry 
"demonstration", the egg hatching contest, the egg laying 
contest; 8nd the breeding pen contest. This word "contest" 
is misleading and some attempt has been made to substitute 
the word "project" but because this terl:, hns been applied 
to the home prs.ctice v{ol'lk of the smith-Hughes schools, the 
term "contest" still holds sway in the 4-h clubs. 
The second main type is the Prevocational viork as 
conducted by the 8mi th-Hughes teachers. fllhis work is 
similar to 4-H club in its content, &.nd is but slightly 
different in organization, and is confined to the boys 
a.nd girls of the grammar school grades. 
The report of the joint conunittee in 1921 quoted 
above has the follovving to SH.y concerning this type of work. 
"Prevocational Agricultural Education is construe. 
to meen the instruction offered as p~rt of a general 
education in the grades to pupils, the majority of whom 
are less than 14 years of age." 
The third main class is the cOlnmercially propagated 
clubs. At one tih1e it was qui te conm~on for banks or 
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other commercial houses to organize clubs such s.s cb.lf 
clubs, and to finance the buying of purebred individuals 
a.nd distribute them to boys and girls. The arJount of 
supervision and follow up work varied, but was not often 
very extensive. 
JUNIOR AGRICULrrURAL EXT:r..;NSION WOHK IN THE UNITED STATES 
Major objective-II. 
To f'urnish a background for the thesis by re-
viewing the history and development of Junior Agricultural 
Extension Work. 
Sub-objectives: 
1. To show how Juniop Agricu1 tur£cl Extension Work 
originated. 
2. To show the development of Junior Agricultural 
Extension Work. 
(a) To sho'Vv the history of 4-H club work in 
the Southern states. 
(b) To show the history of 4-11 club work in 
the Northern a.nd Westel"'n states. 
(c) To show the history of the bank clubs. 
(d) To show the history of Prevocutiona1 
Agriculturul Work. 
(e) To show the growth in numbers interested 




TO 1?URNI8H A BACKGROUND FOn 11HE THESIS BY IlliVIEWING THE 
HISTORY AI\TDDEVELOPlJlENT OF J1JNIOR AGRICUL'YlJRllL EXTENSION 
WORK 
In this section of my thesis I intend to give a 
setting for the thesis by reviewing the history and 
development of Junior Agricultural Extension Work. I 
expect to show the origin of club work r~nd to give an 
account of its development in the following ways: 
1. To show the history of· 4-H club work in the 
Southern states. 
2. To S}lOVJ the histOl'Y of 4-H clubvv-ork in the 
Northern and Western states. 
3. To show the history of clubs fostered by 
con~nerc1al concerns. 
4. To show the ldstory of Prevocational. 
5. To show the geners..l growth in ntunbers, interest 
and importance throughout the United states. 
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A. Origin of Junior Agricultur};-l Extension. Work. 
The origin of Junior Agricul turc'l Lxtension Work is 
vividly described in "The Demonstration Work", by O. B. 
IV~artin. 
-As far as the records of the United states Depart-
ment of Agriculture go, they indicate that the first 
Boys' Corn Club Vias organized in Macoupin County, Illinois, 
in 1899. It grew out of the failure of the Farmers' 
Insti tute to secure an attendance. The Secl~etary of the 
Institute conceived the idea of distxaibuting some good 
seed corn to the boys of the county, having them grow 
some good ears of corn and bring them to the annual 
meeting of the Institute. He reasoned that if the boys 
came, their f~-thers would come also. He was not mis-
taken, for they came in lclrge numbers. In this and other 
counties in Illinois, as well as in other states of the 
Middle West, this idea was generally t~tken up betwe0n 
1900 and 1905. Boys grew small plots of corn iy~ ordel" 
that they might have beautiful 'ten-ear exhibits' to 
take to the fairs. In fEct, the 'ten-ear exhibit' idea 
seemed to be the sole basis of aw~rd for prizes. It was 
felt that by emphasizing the good points of Etn ear of' 
corn, that better seed corn ~ould be used. !erhaps 
tHis idea was overworked tlntil some of the Experiment 
Stations began to show that these beautiful ears did 
not always produce the lErgest yields, because it WaS 
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found tha.t the yielding pO'wer of' seed corn depends more 
upon its ancestry and history." 
This is the earliest record of organized club wOl'k 
in the United stutes, that we ha\'".3. 
B. In order to give an understanding of the history of 
4-H club \vork in the Southern States, it will be 
necessary to trace briefly the d€velol~ment of the itvork in 
the North from its origin in 1899 until 1 t Vir;S inaugara ted 
in the South. fI'he reason .for this is, the 'worle got its 
early sto.rt in the North and the South followed their 
lead. From this start in Illinois in 1899 tho corn 
clubs rapidly g<:Jined in popularity. They haC. pe,ssed 
the zenith of their activity and usefulness &nd were 
somewhat on the decline vihen, [~.bout the yevrs 1906-07, 
4-H club work \"1&.5 stD.rted in the South. 
It 1s interesting to note that the demnnd for the 
work from the states of 1.1issip)i vnd TeXtlS, c~nJ1e from the 
boys themselves. In the yerir 1903 Dr. Seaman A" Knapp 
had started dumonstrcttion wor> in the state of r11ex8.s in 
8.n effort to control the rc."',-vageE of the boll-wevil. This 
insect pest had attucked the cotton crop tjnd tnreftt6ned 
exterlHinHtion of the industry. He he.d not yet met this 
crisis, but he had become a. personvl hero of the people 
of the South. Quite naturally" Yihen the bo~s of these 
stLttes heard of the 4-H club contests in the Northern 
states, they asked Dr. Knapp to a.llow thenl to orgt;.niz.e 
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4-H clubs in their neighborhoods. Dr. Knapp was quicl{ 
to renlize the demonstrf:tiol1D.l value that these clubs 
could have in his c~'mpt~-icn to modify their- system of 
agriculture in order tht1.t they Inightsuccessfully meet 
the crisis. 
Dr. Kne,pp ha.d foresight to see th::?t the club work 
was folling short of its possibilities, and therefore, 
he orgtulized the \vorl;: in the South on E: more logicHl and 
permt::-nent basis. Jl.S E!. result, it escftped the .decllne that 
the 4-H club work experienced in th;;..-: North. For c!.n ex-
ample of his insight, one should COllsider; the objecti ves 
ths.t he first held up before club workeJ:?.a'of th6 Southern 
Str_tes; his re8.sons for majorinG on corn clubs; ~1.lso the 
basis of awards as cOLpared \.1 t:t',. those used in the 
Northern st[~ tes. 
The objectives thr~t Dr. Knapp mHintt:-ined for workers 
were: first, to place before the boy, family, nnd comrnuni ty 
an eX;<luple of crop produc tion carried out under modern 
scientiric methods; second, ~o sho\v the people thl:ct there 
is 1.-, o 1') F; stl~ength in. the soil tht n llE.S been used; third, 
to instill into the boy a love for th[~t soil; fourth, to 
give the boy spE;cific, derini te, [;.nd worthy aims that 
stimulHte rivalry; Hnd lastly, by fUl:lnishing 2.ctual 
field ex[~~les in crop production thLt it w~s possible 
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to correlate agriculturGl education with general education. 
His reb sons for using corn clubs snd not some other 
t:lpe of club were: corn can be pr oduced at 'U profit 
everywhere, besidef, ~-; 11 bays kno'llv corn, r:.lso corn is 
needed in the rota. tion sys tern to produce better .f"8.rm 
condl tions ~- nd most food pe11 hcre C8.n be pl~oduced by 
rD.i s inn; corn. 
The ide~ of the e~rlblt carrying all of the wLight 
where prizes were awarded did not bother Dr. Knapp's 




Ttl ~ 20~ n s~ory-------- ~ 
Exhibit--------20% 
The Ide& of yield nlthou[h it counted but 30% c~me to 
hola practicclly the center of interest. This was due 
to the unusu[31 records produ.ced by club ::_embers. Dr. 
Kn2.pp r~.nd his asslstt1.nts insisted on equLl ililportance 
ot net profit. He pointed out the. t if their enormous 
yields were produced G.t a loss, the deE:,onstration W(}.S of 
but little "iTflue. 110wever, in spite of' this attempt, 
th( idea of yield held sway in the public rrinds. No 
one thought thl.lt 8. yield of two hundred bush·els per cere 
~&S possible, nevertheless, 1,751 bays huve made yields in 
excess of thE.t figure;. Ilhe records Lnd fL~r rel:~-ching 
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results read more like e. fLiry t,-lc thrn C1 .. story of' work 
aetu>.lly EJeeomplishE;;d, fOl'1 inst[ nee, Jerry Moore of 
South CarolinL produced tV/O hund:r-ed itnd twenty-eight 
bushels of slwlled corn O~ his Gcre. The far reaching 
resul ts \vere due to incres.sE:; of interest 8.nd the amount 
of publicity th[;.t was given to the hetter methods employed 
by boys like Jerry. The yield of corn Cl'OPS in South 
Carolintl. jumped from seventeen million to fifty million 
bushels in three years. 
Dr. Knapp planned that ii~ll of the clubs should be 
ste.ndurdized fron the beginning. In ol"der to bo a 
st~tndnrd club it was necessary to meet the follovving 
requirements: 
1. The major item fOJ~ consider·ation shEll be ·the 
cost of prod.nction. 
2. Ef'.ch project must be on {. full acre basis. 
3. s.:he corn exhibit shLll be considered only 0-
small item of the entire project. 
4. A l:.istorYBnd report slu,-ll be kept of 11 viork done 
&.nd. things 9.ccomplished. Dr. Knapp was. the 
originator of these reports and tb~y are still 
used. 
In 1906-08, clubs Yiere org[1.ntzed in severftl of the 
states. In some plE1.ces county superintendents helped 
to enlist boys in the work ~nd aided in instruction of 
the groups. Cl1..l.b \'{ork sprehd rapidly throughout the 
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the Southern stG.tes (,nd b~' the time it bec~\me thoroughly 
estrblished, public spirited citizens were giving more 
than ~;~50, 000 VJorth of prizes annually to the bo~s. 
7hese prizes were usu~11y cows, pigs, plows, colts, 
calvcr.:, F.nd the like, besides educD,tionLl tripsnd 
sCl'1.olarships. Dr. E.napp 2.dvised th2.t these prizes be 
given to te[ .. ms .froL clubs that W QuId mE.ke the best 
aV6ra.ge record, thus mrJcing use of group rivalry Dnd 
striving to bI'ing, ho.ors to theil~ home co:mnuni ty. When 
scholarships in agl')icul turul colleges wel'e offex~ed as 
prize., mtny boys \i'Jorlced to obtain them. .tlundreds of 
C01'l1 Club Boys in the South have grRdu£-i.ted from 
agricul turf' 1 college s, [nd thousands of them remained on 
the term t~nd becflme Ective and successful f&.rr:1ers. In 
the communi ties v.here they live it is far easier to 
promote orgD.nization of .farmers and the co-operation of' 
the people [.long mnrkct lines thL.n '\Jib.S true at the time 
the first Corn Club~ were organized. 
Dr. Knapp fully ret'lif,ed thc:.t the COl'ln clubs would 
ler<.d to pig, ct'.lf', potato, und similpr clubs, vnd this 
is vlh['~t actually happened. The successful clubs of the 
South attracted world wide attention. Congress passed 
the Sni th-Lever Bill in 1914. 'J.lhis bill D12.de money 
f!.ve.ilable to the United StLtes DepLi..l~tm6nt of Agrieul ture 
L.nd the Land-GrHnt Colleges foY' the promotion of this 
demonstration and extension vvorli.:, so Dr. Knapp's entire 
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program vVus included. fllhus did the clUt") worl:: become an 
official p~ rt of th(:; progr&-m of the Uni tbd StEttes Depart-
ment of Agriculturt;. 
~ehe history of the 4_1i club progrEm} in the Northern 
and Western States ia considerably different ~rom that in 
the Southern states. In the first place, the North lacked 
that vitf"l driving fOl"lce of $. crisis that so helped the 
South to accoIllplish such outstanding rosul ts. The North 
£<.lso had the misfortune to [et ste.rted off in the wrong 
way, and the South profi tted by this mlst~J.ke. The contests 
in the North r9~pidly increased in nUL'1ber from the stLrt in 
Illinois in 1899. The reason for the slump in 1906-07 Vias 
the fact thH_t the exhibl t ha.d. practically become the only 
basis for a~frds. There was no record kept of the work 
u.ccomplished, dUl~ing h specified. period of time, 
accompanying thE: exhibit. \'~1Lile this method brought an 
improvement in the gener{,l stu.ndctrd of exhi bi ts at fD.irs I 
it did not have any rna ten"ial effect in securing a generLtl 
use of" better practicer" and so, vY8S not prt!l-cticnl. Clubs 
came into disrepute, Bnd a decline resulted. This decline 
WhS followed by fl. stee.dy, logicH1 develo[Jment. 
Following; the exhibit contest, was the production 
contest, whose a.im wa[: to promote the settlement of 
undeveloped land. This contest succeeded in attracting 
attention to the problems of' the .farm, but failed to 
improve farming conditions. 
A decree.se in the value of far!;! produc ts caused 
leaders in the vfork to develop the net-pIlofi t contest, 
which had a.s its incentive the need of mD.king farming 
more business-like. This method, aided the progress of 
the work, but pl'~oved of little v~.l ue, since· it called 
attention to the profit, rather·thu.n to the prG.ctice. 
Much of the success of these earlier developments 
was due to the work of superintendents of county schools 
who saw in club work a chs.nee to motivate the tasks of 
the school-room c.nd to bring about a closer relB.tionship 
between the home n.nd school. 
As ~. result of the fore-going contests, the Extension 
Depi!.rtment of the state J\grieulturHl Colleges in Iowa, 
Illinois, Indinna, and Ohio started to do extension work 
in corn growing, home g~:n~denii·:.g, poultry rf:ising ttnd 
milk testing, hoping to promote better practice in 
agriculture B.nd to interest faram boys and girls in 
comr:uni ty acti vi ties. 
In the sprine of 1912 the ijnited states Department 
of Agriculture arranged. for the ~ffice of Farm Management, 
Bureau of P1Bnt Indus try, to expc.nd the demons tra. tion work 
to include the North Lnd West as well as the South. In 
doing this, they ple .. nned to promote higher standt.;.rds on 
the farm througl.1 their work with the boys and girls. 
Thus the objective of the club work in the North ~~nd \~est 
bec[1.me the demonstr~:. tion of' better methods of Agriculture 
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and home-making rEther thon merely the promotion of 
interest in these methods. 
In August 1912 a smv.ll amount of Federal funds was 
made available for initiating club work, and the Office 
of Farm IVlanEi.gement s.ppointed fl leHder whose duty was to 
conduct tlnd develop that work. A state Leader was em-
ployed co-operatively in loy/a. [,nd in lndio.na, in 1912, to 
start the org£i.nization. When the Smith-Lever Act, provid-
ing for the co-operLtive Agricul turv.l Extenston by the 
state Agricultur~l Colleges und the United states 
Department of Agriculture went into effect in 1914, the 
club work had £.lre&.dy been estri.blished in Nebx~aska, 
Massachusetts, Utah ?.ind Michigan, Iowa und Indif:lna, as 
well as that of Southern states. 
In mD.ny ste.tes the contest ideL' gave way to the 
project idea, which denoted 8. pl~'.n of Vlorl.(, demonstIlsting 
a better practice in agriculture or home-making to be 
performed by club members within & certL.in period of tim.e. 
Boys and girls wishing to become club members were en-
rolled, through the sc~ools, by the state leaders. E&ch 
club mernber received instructions from the state leadell , 
also record form-s for cD.rrying on his work, 8.nd when his 
work was finished, sent his record to the leader and was 
awarded cccording to the merits of' his work. During 
development of the work we find it was state-wide in 
chara.cter, flexible, 8.nd plvnned for school boys and girls 
who worked individually. 
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The clubs f'ostered by c0l1u!lerci6.l concerns forni a third 
phase of Junior Agriculture Extension Work. 
The work done by b::.:n}:s in stimuls.ting interest and 
finLncing ::>.gl:licul tumU. clubs htJ.s oet;n ( .. distinct contribut-
ion to the history of club Vior~:. While the clubs fostered 
by bHnks, had their w6[Jknesses, it is true, that they 
developed entlrusiasm cnd loyulty that W&S sOffititimes 
absent in the cut-[~.nd-dried methods of some of the other 
agencies. 
BANi>. CLUBS 
Many vvide aw~,-ke bo_nkers were (iuick to seG an opportunity 
in boys nnd giT-ls club ",ork. Some enterprising member' 
becD.me interested v.nd fostered some form of agriculture 
club, depending upon the fcncy of the uan, the times, or 
the demand. Each bttnk made its own rules, solicited 
its own members, decided on the Yiinners on uny bHSis that 
it desired, gave its own prizes, rend in every way was 
independent of any outside agency. The instructions 
often times were little mor6 than rules of the contest 
Lnd little supervision was attempted. Usually pure 
seed was ins~sted upon. Good qualtiy of stock, not 
Rlways i"ure bxted, vn~s furnished, and \vhere the boy did 
not have the money the bank loaned it to him 6ither on 
his note or a joint note with his father. The main 
function of the b&nk was the fincncing of projects so 
that a better grade of stock 01' seed was bl"onght into 
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the coml,;unity. frhe clubs met mo:rl.thly but this ph[;.se WflS 
not alw~,ys insisted upon. This type of club flo'urished 
quite extensively dT:tring the World War. In some cases 
be.Me even hired tr&ined agricul~~Ul""Dlists to supel"vise 
the work.' This W8_S very unusu£ •. l, however, ((nd did not 
last long. Thus, it is evident that there \vas no un-
iforn'i ty of system, ~;nd that the extension forces had 
nOtluthori ty over the clubs • At this tir:_e me.ny of the 
extension divisions were utilizing the schools in an 
a t tempt to makt: the club wOl'lk more generF 1. f..nother 
fea ture that did not please the s tate club wor~kers" 
was that the bE:.nks usu[~lly required ths.t the aniLL_ls be 
brought together and sold at the ~nd of each year. 
This f~iiled to instill into the minds of the youth the 
ideL of E sta.ble enterprise. These v.nd other .factors 
caused friction between the extension fOl-'ces and the 
bank clubs. lJ:lhe schools often becEtme jeulous of the 
success of' these clubs f·.nd tried to harm and hinder them. 
Soon the extension people Fsked that the bEnks cease to 
form independent clubs but to confine their activities 
to the fin~ncing end to the furnishing of ~rizes for 
the clubs that were formed by the regu18-r extension 
methods. This is what h~ppenod in most instances, but 
a glance at the "Farmer Bti.nker" tl magazine published 
by the Agriculture COUlLi ttee of ,National Bankers 
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Associt~tion convinces one that this type of club is still 
existing in rrk'riY pl( ces in 1925. New York, Colorado, 
c"nd Uregon [;r6 sts.tes thLt still he~ve b~nk clubs, tor 
example a cElf club is sponsol-"0d b J' the F1irst Nationf;~l 
Bank G.t l~ledford, Uregon. rfhe following bDnks in Nevi 
Yor~{ he.ve orSLnized clubs: 'lihe First Ne.tional Bank of 
Earlvil1e sponsors fl. poultry club; 'Ilhe First National 
Bank of Oswego sponsol"'s H potato club; l.Texico Nations.l 
B&nk, fl corn club; Canadaigria Nationt\l Bank, n. s~tleep 
club and rnttny others. 
Other commercial concepns SUC~:l !l.S Ip.rge fa.rm weekly 
newspD.pers, Capper and l~ieredi th publications, took up 
club work t'nd some of the better knOVin clubs were 
organized. frhey dre\'v up a se t of rule s for governing 
the viork; offered specific prizes to the winners, and 
loaned money direct where it was needed. ~his type 
was at one time quite popular. 
A club department wa.s crE::& ted in th0 ptctpers where 
the bnrollment, notices, directions, news, find things 
of general interest were published. This was a comwercial 
enterprise on the part of pu.blisher for koepinE up their 
subscription roll. However, these clubs are still 
orgenized but now the editors co-operate to a greLt 
extent \vi tll other agencies intel"lested in the \vork. 
PREVOCATIOl'Ji.L '~-iOR.K 
I believe i t W~iS this CF1"lly Vv or~k of the extension 
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forces in promoting the club viorl{ through ,the school 
tha.t gS.ve the st[.;.rting point to the Prevocational '\Vor]z. 
This cnme as a result of the Smi th-ilue;hes l[iv~- of lSI? 
When the Smith-Hughes ;roGrrun got undel' ij~Py, it ViD.S 
evident to ttle \:Iorkers that there W(;tS a need fOI' project 
work wi th the junior grtoup. Son'le of the sta tes agreed 
tha.t the extension forces shou.ld not enter into 
terri tory where [:, 8mi th-Hughes mftn '!tva.s eFiployed but to let 
him do the junior work. 
fJ.1his \~;ork seems to havE;-; been handled differently 
from the 4-H club work or the commercially fornled clubs. 
Instead of meetlng in a centrLl place Fnd car~('ying the 
socinl phase of the v;ork it hD,S bei~;n elmost entirely a.n 
individual matter in ~vhich each boy kept a project. 
Supervision c.nd instruction vfJ.ried aceol"ding to the time 
a.nd interest of the instructol". This Ylork is fostered 
by the Smith-Hughes Voc&.tion2:;.1 Agricultural teacher Lnd 
is modeled after his project in tho all-dny school but 
usually has the dis[;.dvc:ntage of not hrvinE; conts.ct of 
the: classroom fnd with its socie,lizing function. The 
extent to which this 1s being Gone varies in different 
states. No definite statistics are available concerning 
the number of Junior Projects, due to the frct that the 
Federal BOGrd does not require a report on them. 
There are mc-ny signs th&t indic: te the gr'o\vth in 
int8rest Fnd of importance of the Junior Extension 
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ProgrG.m in the United States. juuong these Ere; fir'st, 
the increase j.n the numbel" of enrollments; second, the 
greater per cent of conpletions in spite cf the increLsed 
enrollment; third, the increb-sed [G.lount of nloncy that is 
uvailpble for the \,;ork; t1.nd fourth, the increase in the 
Duy,ber of orgcniza.tlons th2.t 2.1"C 8.ctively supporting club 
wOl"lk. 
We notice a great incrense in interes:: 2S Jnensured 
b~~ the nurnbel') of orguniza.tions the' t pr't; helping in the 
work. The list of co-operating Hgencies is so greet that 
I am including here ch~rt I, showirig the workings of 
these under the organization. This chu11t is taken from 
the repo11t of the No. tiol1c\.l Cor!u._i ttee on Boys L,nd Girls 
Club Work. This conrr~ittet~ was formed by 8. scor0 of 
ND.tion~i-l Business leHdc~'s wh.o realized the vast irJ.port~Lnce 
of the wor~:. The purpose of this committee 1s to co-
ordinD.te the efforts of business men ~'nd ba:nkers in bell.ul:f 
of t:lis splendId movGment ar.lone; the farm Y01U1£ people. 
fl'his comr,ii ttee l-:1uint&,ins offices nt Chicago, has :'::'- pt:.id 
secrctnry, 111". G. L. Noble, " nd has ~) n c. cti ve progr~tm 
under WflJ~ to seCUl1 e leadersllip, f1nanciHl assista.nce vihen 
needed, nt.tional publicity, Lna recoEni tioll fol' whLt these 
f&rm boys Bnd girls 21'0 do~n[ in developinr . gre~ter 
~criculture Ln~ a tiCh.r st nd&rd of f&hL life. 
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rrhis corrlLit.Lee has .d.irect ch['.y-ge of the nEtion.l 
club congress a t Chicago, nd he .. s ms.de it one of the most 
outstending features of thE Internf.t:i.onal Livestock 
Exposition. 1lhey [;.lso give ps~ istcnce itt othel~ irs 
and exposi tions;,here club wor~: is cmphasi?ed, ps at 
Portlr.nd, Oregon, the Pacific .Lnternv_ tion8.1, a.nd 1'11e 
Enstern st&.tes Exposi tiOl')., Cnmp V<lil, ~~.t Springfield, 
Massl?~chuset",s. J..n the wOl-.ds of the cor;J.Litteu, "there 
is [t rer 1 need for 9. n&.tionr:..l cOlllt"i ttee to co-ordinate 
business efforts in this direction end ft budget of 
;;;;40,000 we.s voted a:c the annunl L.:eetin.e: in Chicf:tc:o to 
finr'.ncc the viork of the national conm~i ttee. H When a 
group of business men viill voluntal"l:i,.ly organize, as 
they have done, to lnunch progre.m, ES they have 
la.unched this one, it is Lood :)roof tho. t the Junior 
.. ~gricul ture.l Extension 'iJork is of considerable import::lnce 
t.nd holds much interest throughou-:; the nntion. 
We' find in chHrt I , a. di8.grLIDntic -')resentation 
of the fOl''lces tht t \,ork to£E<~~ler j_:l. ccusing the club 
\vork to function. Besides the orgD.niz8.tlons nt-5.med .. 
we find the. t mos t of the indi vidue.l rs,ill")oads, The 
Gr~~in Marketing Company , corporations like Montgomery 
Ward hUG. Co., differer:.t ;,Ja.cker establisbrnents.. e.nd the 
millers, besides dozens of other firms, actuRlly contributa 
money and prizes for club work. 
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Thistc.b1e wt: .. s tLken from United states Depcrtment ot 
AgT'icu1 ture, DephrJtrnent CirculL'i.l~ 312. 
Refering to table I &nd to chert II, it is evident 
t[lt.~t there has been [~n i11Cl"CaSe :)f membership from 1912 
to 1922 of over 500J~. I.r the 11nu8u<11 conditions of the 
war period, 1917 to 1919, are e1imin[Lted fror.l consideration" 
u steady upward clirlb in membel'1ship 1s noted. The Na.tiOllal 
Committee estilnc. ted 8~1 increas of 18i; for 1924, Hnd 
started r d~ive fo~ one million members for 1925. ALI 
the orgLnizations f re Ylorking together -'cov/ard this i).im. 
How 116u:r>ly they will come to ref' c:·,.in[ tl'1e g02:.l remains 
to be seen. 
Wi til considerable increE~se in t'1embers 1:1lp one might 
expect h f~-j11ing off 1:'1 cCL1)letions because there might 
tend to be P. poorer qU8.11 t~:-- of' members D.ccepted in club 
work. This, 'ho~ever, 1s not true; a ste~dy increase in 
the pex·cent[.. ge of cOLTletions as well f'.E> tho ::lumber of 
completions has reslJ.lted. Due to D. ch::..nee in the system 
of figurinG percent~:-.g0 of completions these flsv.res nrt: 
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The :Jrowth of boys' GU,J ~; ... Is· club WOy/{ 
tneQsuY'eJ b!1 t-he pe yc.et·it"4!1e of club 
h7etnheY'!J Com pler,'h!l -rite re~",.yeJ wor-k, 
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not as high as \vere quoted in the eto.rlier bulletins on 
club work , but it is the reln:ti ve figure s tha t count. 
The figures for the yeul'-'s from 1919 to 1922 respectively 
are 40,4'1, bY?, &.nd 59 percents, HS indich ted on chart III. 
Fo11o\ving is E. history of club worL: from the; stnnd-
point of increase in the financitl SUPP01,t given it. 
Itffhe various sti-~ tes, org<:nizlJtions end indi viduHls hhve 
supported Boys Fnd Gil"ls Club VJoI'lk more and more every 
year since they Ctme to know about it until their contribut-
ions are seven to ten times greuter thf,i,.n those provided 
by the Federal Gover·runent. In 1912-13 the Un! ted states 
Dep&rtment of Agriculture expended.$12,OOO und the states 
~3,900, while in 1920-21 the United states Dep~rtment of 
Agr-i cuI tuX'€) expended only ebont ;11>105,000 Hnd the s tat e s 
approximt.c te1y ~~766,OOOfor club wOl'lk. In 1921 the bFnks 
of the country loaned to the boys and e;irls ap)l"oximately 
$1,750,000 b.nd business t>.nd educe.tiona.l ol"'gc.nizations 
contributed approxima.tely :;p300,OOO in prizes to encourage 
the work t.ncl focus the attention of the con1Ti:uni ties on 
the value of these pructic<.l fnpm [i.nd home demonstrG.tions 
conducted by the boys and girls. 
Major objective-III 
rro S ~_iOW tlU1t thel-'e is £. vi tELl need for Junior 
Agricul tur~.l Extensi on V~'ork. 
Sub-objectives. 
A. To show th~"it farm practice h~,:s rm:1.de 11 ttle 
improvement. 
(1) In crop yi6lds. 
(2) In r~tlo of grade to pur~bred livestock. 
(3) In use of fucts developed by eX~driment 
stations vi:.ich Hre fur Lhead or genert::!.l farm 
practices. 
(4) In the slov/ness of 8.dult fermers to adjust 
themselves to ne~ methods. 
B. 'fo show t~;= t the r&pld turnover of farmer's demands 
some efficient system of vocE\tionD_l training for 
these nev; farmers, sust.o.inL:d b~.- the follovJing 
statistics. 
(I) There cr( 160 new farmers in each county evex'y 
year, and that-
(2) nine~y percent of these far'mers come frOIG ~he 
sons and dt:tughters of farniers. 
(3) Seventy-six per~cent of the fa11 r;] boys are 
motor-minded. 
(4) The demonstrr.tion method is the best method 
of vocationnlly training these nevi' farmers. 
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c. To show tht: .. t Junior is.gricu1tura1 Extension ~Nork 
1s thE> most importhnt phrt of the extension 
proe;,l")am. 
(1) To ShOYi thHt it Sflves time. 
(2) '110 shoVI th8.t it is more p1a.stic. 
(3) To show that it reaches more people. 
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PArtT III 
THERE IS A VITJ\.L NE~_D FOl{ JlJNIOH AGRICULffUHAL EXfl1ENSION 
WORK 
In this section of my thesis, I propose to demonstrate 
that there is a. vital need and a. re&l plnce for Junior 
Agricultural Extension Work. I propose to do tIlls, by 
discussing inprovement in fr:.rm practices; by discussing 
the rv.pid turnover of farmers; and by pointing out the 
importance of the worl'.: in hn Agricultural Extension 
Program. 
A. It is not very difficult to show that there is a 
vital need in this nation for Junior EXtension V/ork. 
In the first p1B-ce it 1s a rD.a ttel~ of common knowledge 
borne out by statistics that even vii th our cO!i1pEr~~-tively 
virgin land the yields of crops per acve are on the 
average higher in other countries. There has been but 
slight increase in the- percent yield in the United states 
if we considel"' the ten year periods of 1866-?6 El.nd 1910-
20. 
For the last seventy years our Government has re-
cognized that efforts should be put forth in this direction. 
The Land-Grant Collegesheve been busy in an attempt, to 
increase yields per a.cre. Several mecns heve been used, 
instruction for farmer, r6se~;rch for benefi t of 
AgriculturDl and Extension vlork 'Nith the fetrmep. \lI,'hat 
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progress has been made in increasing our unit production 
is s110wn in the following tnble made up from the 1922 year 
book of the United sta.tes Department of Agriculture 
showing the average yields in bushels per acre of our six 
principal food crops, for the ten years from 1866-76, 
as compared with the average yields for the ten yeurs 




















Al though generBl £'nd intensive work has been done, 
and thousc'nds of bulletins hc.ve been printed Hnd dis-
tributed, only a very smb.ll percentage of the f~irr.1\~rs 
have adopted the better prHctlces. 
If the yield of our crops is low per acre the status 
of our livestock, is fOl}l1d little. better. Figures 
recently published by D. S. Burch of the United states 
Bureau of Aninlatl Industry states that, be.sed on utility 
alone, pt~ebred livestock is 40% more effecient than 
all the other livestock. This is due to the more 
effecient utilization of food, quicker gain in the case 
of mec.t anims.ls and higher milk production per hundred-
weight of food consumed in the case of dairy animals. 
The census records shoVl that only ten percent of the 
rarr~reporting in 1920 had any purebreds, and that the 
entire nurnber of anin.lnls was less than three precent. 
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The demand for purebred 8.ni1nals is not what i t shou~d be 
in view of the enourmous aTilOunt of literature and publicity 
given to this phase of the Y{ork in the last decade. 
Thus, it cun be readily seen th~t the knowledge of 
improved methods developed by the experiment station is 
far in adv&nce of the actual practices on ordinary 
farm. This is probably because the s.dult farmer is so 
sloVi to chDnge his methods ill. the light of experimental 
proof. His habits are firmly fixed a.nd he does not 
usually tnke up nevI ideas readily. 
B. The rapid turAover of farmers demands Borne efficient 
system of vooational training for these new farmers. 
rrhere is .. vast economic VUiste in the turnover of farmers 
every year. St!?tistics show that on the average 160 new 
farmers go to farming in each agriculturHl county in the 
United States every year. Where do they come from, and 
What is their preparation for their job? Ninety percent 
of these new farmers are the sons and dc.ughters of the 
present farmers and unless some system is used to help theta 
they Rre no better prepared to meet the problems 01.' the· 
farmer thu.n were their ps.l'ents. 
Statistics gathered in the United states Army 
showed that 76% of these farm boys fill into class "Cn , 
or the motor minded class, as illustrated on chart IV, 
which is taken from the bulletin published by the 




Only four percent of' the rural. boys Hnd girls in the 
United States have the imagination b.nd inltiD.tive 
necessary to Vlork from principle to pr8ctice, while nine 
percent can undel"lstand principles Lnd put tllem into 
practice, after they h~ve been explained; but seventy-
six percent of all bOJs nnd girls in the United sta.tes 
learn by doing. In other v~-ords, they Lre motol"l-minded" 
and accomplish merely b~j imitating. Explanation, alone, 
does not make fundt:;mental principles clear to this group 
of boys and girls, but if they ~re given an object 
lesson and shown hOYi to use these fundamental principles, 
they are able to put them into prLctice. Eleven percent 
are below ten years of &ge in mentality, constant care 
and supervision is needed in the putting :;:cross of 
agricultural education. Club WOllk 8.fi·ords this group 
the best method of learning farm and home methods. 
The demonstration or club work method is the only 
way to train this large group of 87;0 of boys and girls 
that Ylould likely become farmers. Of course our 
Vocationnl Agricu1turs.1 Schools are doing L~ Bood piece 
of '>Jork wi th those that they reach, but the number that 
they actually reach is so small that they have little 
effect on the traininB of future farmers. One reason 
for this is th<:Jt the boys Ywho are out of school, that 
43Jb group between ages of 15 and 17, as recorded in the 
table III, are lnuch more likely to become actual farmers 
than itre the boys enrolled in the vocational agricultt.lra1 
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courses [';.s now conducted in high schools. 
TABLE III 
Th\:; Cycle of Farm Youth Shov,'ing Need of Club Work 











These figures were compiled by the EXtension 
Division of the United states Dep[~rtment of Agriculture 
from dvta secured by the War Depc;.rtment during the World 
War. 
c. 'rhe question is asked, of whut importance is Junior 
Agricultur~.l Extension Work in the Extension program~ 
:Phe National Committee, after seven :rears spent in 
observing; the VJol~killgS and benefi ts of this system of' 
educfltion f'or farmers and the farmer's children, became 
convinced th~;t boys and girls work is the most import9.nt 
phase of Extension Work. The following reasons were 
given: a boy or girl that adopts a modern practice has 
f'rol11 forty to fifty years to use it while s. man adopting 
!..l neVi pr~tctice can use it only abou.t twenty years: bo:V's 
and girls LIle more easily influenced to tu.ke up the newer 
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methods; more girls fi.na boys can be reLched because the 
demnnd upon their tin2e is not so grer:.t, thus, they can 
be fox-rued into clubs. As the boys nnd gir-ls put the 
methods into practice, the adults see their results and 
are then more willing to chf;nge their methods. 'l'hus, 
the committee was convinced that the Junior Extension 
Work is the more important part of the EXtension Program. 
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JUNIOH il.GHICULrrURAL ExrrbNSIOI;.IiOH£~ IN i.{[l~ UNI'IIED srl'il.'llhS 
hlajor objective-IV. 
To compare the pl"lesent status of the three;, kinds of 
Junior Agx-iculturel ExtGnsion Work LLnd to [jive 8.l1'-. 
estimLte of its importc.11.ce 8.nd to point out its dei'ects. 
Sub-Objectives. 
A. To cor .. lpvre the three kinds of Junior Agricultural 
Extension 'Nork. 
B. To show the v~~lue of J'unior il.E;;Piculturr'.l Extensioll 
Work to the community. 
c. '1'0 show the value of Junior Agricul tur::.l Extension 
~ork to the school. 
D. To sho\'~' how Junior Agricul tural Extension Work is 
of' great vD.lue to the youth. 
E. To show how the present system f~3.ils to lIl(,.ke th.e 





In this section I propose to Give f:i cleL~l") understanding 
of the comp[~rLtlve stL~tus of the thre(; kinds of Junior 
Agric1).l tnl')~.l Extension Work, to sht),\i'~' their importance; 
.first, to the comr:lunitYi second, to the school; &.l'ld third, 
to the child in the home. Also to point out the;, defects 
of the present systerJ of handling the worl: as a whole. 
A. In a compc.l'lison of the three types of Junior 
Agricul turc~l Extension :Vork, the average conditions 
must be considered. not special si tuations. The banle clubs 
as stated before, deal largely with finances und results but 
provide little real supervision, which is the reEl basis 
of Dood training in h vocational field. It is plc.in from 
the basic scientic statistics given in Chnrt I thD.t the 
7677; in gl'lOUp "C" are not going to have the best success 
by reading printed generfi.lized Ii terG ture, J~ules G.nd 
such, with no supervision whatever. This vd.ll res:ult in a 
hit ~{nd miss, triol find erl'or, method of learning. One 
of the fore::~ost clu.b leaders of this type, the leader of 
the First Nctionel Be.nk Club of 1'.;·uncie, Indii:.na, only 
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rrhi s club hD.8 bel.n l'un:L1~ng for eleven :{ears ~nd is 
considered one of the most successful of its type. For 
five :rears the bank n~erel;/ furnished the money while the 
County Agent WL.S in actual control End sponsored the club. 
This evidently did not s~ .. sisfy the offici1::'.ls for some 
reason. Pive years later, in 1919, the bank itself took 
charge of the '~-,orl: and put on u reel constl'luctive program. 
Last year 81 members in tht COrn club completed projects, 
&nd 91 calves were shoTIn ~n the calf club. The vicG-
president handles the ~ork und he stutes that e~ch member 
is visited one or more tiLes L~ yeta'. However, '~vhi1e his 
ri1inimtuil of one visit se ~rns [l.bsurdly 10\'1, yet appe.rently 
good ~ork is aone by the club. In the one year of 1923 
the bank plLced 22 l18t'.d of breeding cattle permanently 
on fC.I'L}S of the club ;ccrrJ.·oers. rrhis is inde,~d .. ,.11 E.::nvi~.ble 
record. '11110 bt.nlc lo[:-ns ~11oney to the boys alene in the 
pX'oduction clr~sses Lnd in adc~i tion requires the siGnature 
of the p~:_rent, in the C&.se of the pure-bred breeciing 
requiring Ot_ch boy to at tend the monthly r::.cetings of the 
club. frhe vice:..pres:tdent hell)S the boys l\)cD.te good stock 
t-.nd often sL.ips c&.lves ~- nd seed corn in from other plf.:.ces. 
ii.'he money doe s not DP,V8 to be Lot ten froYIl the bB.nk hnd 
qui te often the boy is D.ble to fine.nce the I-x·oject by 
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hirnse1f. It is evident that the finc.lncia1 side of, the 
club viox'k is very importt.nt, as it seems to have appettled 
to the boys quite strongly in this case. I feel th&t it 
Ylou1d bc:,; s~.fe to SLY that, in genel'l[;.l, this type of club 
1cl.cks the necessary supel'visio:n b.nd often f'L:.ils in its 
purpose tlu-'ough l[~ck of underst~lnding a. clear cut objective 
in the, work. In numbers this class is undoubtedly the 
smf.;.llest of the three a t present, al though no authentic 
figures are aVE,ilable. 
~ehe next larger class, the Prevocationul 'Hork, is the 
newest type. However, this class probably receives the 
most supervision of a competent type of the three. 
I~ehe average conscientious te&.cner during his regular 
visits to his own px'ojects viill stop Fnd see the junior 
projects clso. Thus the youth ought togct the max1m1.UIl 
of the best kina. of supel'lvision thD.t will feUlction fOl" 
success and start him on the road in bis vocation if he 
decided to follow farming. It is felt that the social 
and recreF.itionLl side lu~s be6n neglected for this group. 
However, there is no f·PPEu"'ent reason why it should be, 
except as a matter of habit or lack of appreciation of 
the needs of the group. 
Several states have tHkeL. [.1":. lnterest in Frevocatlonal 
Work. Missouri in 1923-24 reported a totcl of 2,954 
members enrolled and Pennsylvania reported 5,000. E.C. 
Fetterolf has the follov..-ine to say concerning their 
Prevocational Work. 
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"In reply wish to stp.te tha t we have t1::is year put on 
qui te Ln extensive junior project program. Vie find tl).e 
junior pl')oject progl')~}.1n is t:-, gl"Cf:.t help to us in re-
cx-uiting boys for our clf'.sses in vocutiono.l f.'·8ricultu~"'e. 
It is also extending c.g~r:icul tur~.l 8d1J_c[~.tio:n to the 
consoli6.uted b.nd one room schools of"' the ru:t)2.l districts. 
111his \vork is orga.nized and supervised by our teachel"ls 
of a[3riculture vIi th the B.ssistance of' 10c[ .. 1 teachers. 
We will have approximately 5,000 of these junior projects 
in Pemls:'IlvL~nia this ye[:~r. 
Junior IJroject Vi or:::.: is t[~king the place of club work 
in cor:muni ti(;s -,".her0 ViC huve te-v.chers of vocational 
fJ.gl"iculture. This, of course, is D.B it should be because 
it is tied up very dcfini tely vvi th the public school 
system. 
'l'he re18.tion between our 8m! th-Hughes 8.nd 8mi th-Lever 
people in this state is very cordial. However, there is 
no overlapping of org~nization and supervision of the 
vfork. We feel that 1L."'1.der the Srrli th-Hughes law we can not 
org().nize supervis(; 8m1 th-Lever \'lork. n 
Signed, 
Texas is doing considel"a.ble with tbis line of v:ork 
wi th a.pproximRtely 175 Vocational Agricul turt.tl 1'eachers. 
rren vocation~-l teachel'ls in Uta.b. cl.re car::"):;'-ing 150 junior 
projects. .All of these v-re entirely sepD.rElte from the 
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&nith-Lever 4-H clubs. 
The Supervisor from Utah states concerning this 
relB.tionship. 
"In regard to junior project work in Utah. I think 
ten of our sixteen Smith-Hughes teachers c8rried on 
junior pI~oject work in 1924-25 with F.n average enrollment 
of nbout fifteen, this in Gtddl tion to their 8mi th-Hughes 
groups. In this work vIe have had no relation whatever 
with the Smith-Lever forces. In Utah we have no local 
club leadel"s except county agents, and until January 
1925 we have had no stB.te club leader for four yeHrs. 
Consequently, club work has been at a low ebb. At the 
present time a new state club leader has been appointed 
and the county agents are taking a rene'wed interest in 
club "work. rfhey will carry this on entirely separate 
from the junior project vvork of our Srnlth-Hughes men. 
In a feVi cases the SLIDe boy may be carrying a project in 
8mi th-Hughes \":iork and also another project in club work, 
but in no case will he ha.ve one project and ha.ve this one 
project enrolled in both Smith-Hughes and Smith-Lever 
work. I do not think we will have more than twenty boys 
who will be enrolled in both lines of work ill the whole 
sta.te. 
'Ilhe Home Economics te~;chers do not co-operate in 
directing :the girls work. ilhere m£:y be one or two 
exceptions to this rule. The home demonstration forces 




Maryland also is startinG in the Junior Pl"oject Work. 
The following letter fro:r;l the Director in Maryland will 
give the status in that stnte. 
"In accordance v.ith yoU!' request of July 12 we take 
pleasure in [~_tt[i.ching hereto a page froTa OU!') 2.l.nnual report 
sho\!{ing the status of junior project work in Maryland 
during 1923-24 und 1924-25. So far as I know, no definite 
junior project work was carried on prior to 1923. 
Prevocational 
1. For 1924-25 
Character of pr~ject. Scope Number e::'1ro11ed 
Animal husbandry------2, 604 anilLn1s---------177 
PIE'.nt production------lE,12 aCl~es --------- 19 
Total enrollment----------------------------248 
Duplicates---------------------------------- 5 
Number of' different indi viduFls-------------243 
2. For 1923-24 
: Nurnber of pupils : For completed 
Chara.cter of . Enroll-: Number :Scope · yield • • 
project :, ed . cor~lpleted . · • • • 
pI'ojects · • · • 
projects 
· Net • · profit • 
• • · • 
Aniwa.l husbDndry-35-----32---------532 anim[,~ls------$614, 67 
Plant production-29-----19---------24.5l acres----$l,285.66 
Total enrollment------------74 
Duulicates------------------ 5 
Number of different individuL-ls---69 
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Signed, 
J. D. Blael{well 
Director of Vocational Education. 
New York has also been doing Prevocational worle for 
several years. 
However, it is apparent that the largest majority of 
states have not touched upon this large field of pre-
vocational wo.rk. 
The 4-H clubs conducted by th& Smith-Lever forces 
form the last group to be considered. 
This comprises the lnrgest number of boys El.nd girls altd. 
has definite organiz~ttion Li.nd objectives. LInder this 
system the county agent attempts to look after all of the 
demonstrations. or course this is impossible so they 
combined them in groups Dr. clubs, som.etunes .. connnun1ty 
or township club or just tl local club featuring one line 
o:f work, such as a calf club. fJ.!he county agent deals 'wi th 
them as a group instead of as individUHls and selects a 
volunteer, local leader to supervise and generally look 
ufter the work. '1.1h18 is the part tha.t has given grief 
in the 4-H club plans. In the first place the adults do 
not know what club viork is and they are hard to teach. 
Besides, it requires a great deal of work to properly look 
after projects. It is a good deal to expect a volunteer 
lea.der to take his time and stand expense to supervise 
the projects without any material recompense. There are 
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many other ways in which a local leader is rewarded but the 
fact remuins that it is indeed difficult to get a competent 
10c0-l leader that has enough time to give to make 8. -success 
of the work. 'rhen too, we have the type of adult leader 
that will insist on teaching his oVin particular ideas rather 
than the work outlined by the college. It'or example a 
leader happ~ns to believe thHtPurina feed is the only 
thing to :feed hogs. The boys ca.rry out his suggestion 
Dnd Lll they learn is that Purina feed is good feed, 
instead of learning some cheaper substitutes that can be 
grown on the fU11rIl that give as good pesults, thereby 
yielding a greater profit to the farmer. The leader may 
not realize the need of close supervision of the contests 
or gets too busy vii th his farm work to do it. The 
County Agent can not possibly personally supervise the 
contests of around 150 members in different parts of the 
county so that if the local leader for any reason fails 
to do so, then it is not don6. However, some improvement 
has come by using young lead0rs that have had success.ful 
experience in club work or who maybe natural leaders. Thi .. 
furnishes some new problems thht of je&.lousy or n12.tes and 
a failure to look up to him as they do to an adult. In 
spite of this factor t~le youthful leader furnishes a. big 
ray of hope for the .future. The regular 4-H system has 
the advantage of the local, county and state organization, 
with the splendid county encampments so common at the 
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present time, its district meetings and its state round-
ups. It has ·the Hddi tion8.l incentive of the club charter 
and the stFnda.rdized club and the four-fold objective of 
'the progrFJn, the development of the head, the hand tind the 
heart and health. Also the spirit built up tlwough years 
of work in trips to the International Livestock EXPosition, 
to the National Club Congress and to the Capital City of 
th~ United States. 
Measured from the standpoii!t of completions the most 
effective system is that of the speci2.l county club agent 
for each COtlllty. Addording to the United states Deparment 
of Agriculture statistics for 1920, lithe county club 
agents. enrolled 441 members per county and hf:.ve a 67% 
completion against 119 members per county with a 5lfo 
completion in counties employing both county 2.gent and 
home demonstration agent, and where the work is going 
good, that is having been organized and conducted long 
enough to get it on its feet. In short, the county club 
agents finished 290 members per county or 15 to each 
township whereas the other extension workel'ls completed only 
61 members to each county or 3 to each township. The 
reports of the 148 club agent~in 1920 reveal the fact 
tha.t they did ovel'l one third of Hll the club work done 
in the United States, when there are over 2,000 county 
agents in the United states. This an[; .. lysis points to the 
need of' an agent employed. to work with the young people 
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if the latter are to play un effective role of bringing 
about a wider use of the better"} practices of agriculture 
and home making." 
These figures are convincing H.nd indicate & definite 
need. I shall now point out some of the factors that may 
ms.ke Junior Agricultural Extensi"on Work of value to the 
community, to the school and to the youth in his home. 
The community is benefitted by Junior Agricultural 
Ex~ension Work in several ways. In the first place 
the community always has a problem when the surplus 
energy of youth is turned into channels that lead to 
valuable endeavor. This is the reason that the boy 
scout progranl and many other movements for the benef'i t 
of city boys and girls are fostered to such an extent in 
the cities. The need is just as great in the country but 
the scout movem~nt has never done much good in the country. 
The junior agricultural club movement has filled in this 
gap that is represented by the scout work in the cities. 
It is a matter of' fa.ct thflt 6.dult .farmers are, 
because of their isolated condltion and independent 
habits of life, very suspicious of e8.oh other and as a 
result have caused the f'uilure of many of the co-operative 
a ttemp·ts which they have started. in other words f"armers 
have not been in the habit of co-operating. A boy that has 
been engaged in club viork .for e. fe',v years will be a good 
deal more likely to be a good co-·opers. tor when he becomes 
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a man. 
Besldes teaching co-operation ~lmong the members, club 
v~ork gives them 8. chance to develop inl ti~ ti V0 and other 
qualities of leadership tb.c~t will help to develop leadel'ls 
for the future. 
Of no less importD.nce is the fL1.Ct that v(nen the youth 
begins to do sonethinc fOJ:-' hil:lself thEHl the conniluni ty 
becomes interested in hi. ~1.ctivities, t:,nd gives consider-
fj.ble t e, thought End money to the work. Vihen junior 
clubs E!.re org[~nized in a COl::1Liuni ty the different adult 
org£ulizations soon become interoE:ted 8.n<:1 soon the entire 
nOighborhood is [tlert for solutions for the Welfare of 
the activities of their younG people. Too often the 
adult [;roup does not concern itself wi th the problems of 
their youth.be to busy with their o~n social affairs. 
U11til after having been jolted into a. ree.lization of' the 
needs of the boy :::·nd t}16 girl. 
As has been mentioned beforE; tht; pl"oject; of the club 
menbexl if properly supervised Lnd successful, is one of 
the very best improvement demol1strations in the cO~lmunity. 
The club frlembers Hll visit a.nd discuss 2.S much of tihe 
teaching as their make-up will allow. 
The fact that club work mnkes an excellent dernon-
stration has been illustrHted b~T the case of Jerry l\ioore in 
South Carolina.. Another good example is that of Herbel'·t 
Zwisler, as reported by Ch[;..rles E. Potter, st&te Club 
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section \,i110 did not h[.~ve his patch of corn, a.nd strt .. nge to 
say a goodly percentage of the seed used traced b~ck to the0 
hiCh quality" acclimated C01"11 grown by the club boy of 
park City." 
c. r.l1he presence of active, functioning, Junior AGricul-
ture club in the school district is of grec .. t vLlue 
to the school. There are four ViLyS in which club work 
becomes vLlucble to the school under these circur!~stances, 
noo1ely; first, b7 tunnlshlng an excellent point ot 
contact between the school end the COIDrlluni ty; second, by 
compelling the farmers to respect the school for its 
practical vvork; third, by making the tea.chel~ the nG_tur~il 
lea.der of the youth in all activities.; fourth, one of the 
very mos t i:Clportant factors., Junior Agricul turn 1 Extension 
Work delivers a better type of student to the vocational 
agricul t'tlre cle.s so! the high school. 
Club work f'urllisl1es a valuable lJ· int of contact 
betvv"een prrents end the school. Dr. L. H. Bailey" who 
is a well known agricul turr ... list, maintains tllfIt schools 
need this vitalizine; point of conta.ct with-:the interests 
of the child. He has given considerftble attention to 
agricul turcl education, has edited many bool{s of the 
different phases of D.gricul ture for schools as well as 
such books as ItTraining of Farmer, It ttrfhe sta.te and the 
Farmer," liThe Country Life liloVerl10nt, It besides his special 
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l:Lne of horticul~cur::..l text booles. He has held ln8.ny 
i~portant positions as a horticulturalist and 
agriculture leader. He WES selected by President 
Roosevelt to head his cotmtry life c01Y:Llission in lSOL1. His 
voice carries \veight in the agricul tur-al field. YJhen club 
w6rk is established and projects started the school f&irs, 
and the vocationr .. l teacher's Hnd the superintendent's visits 
to the home to see the, project, bind the pfu"ent to the 
school in a way ·that lURkes for H. better 1J.ndel'lstanding 
betYH~en the home und the school. 
Farmers have always held the theoretic&l work of the 
so called "book farmer, If teacher in contempt. It is only 
through results of this pupil that will change that 
attitude to one of respect for the work of practical 
value, accomplished with the boys and girls. This 'Ii.-1ll 
gain the confidence of tl';};e practical farmer quicker than 
worlds of theoretical write-ups in the paper. 
Vlhen the teacher shows :3.11 interest in this extra 
'Ii 
cu.r"c·ular Ect! vi ty £lnd helps in every WRy possible to 
make the work more valuable to his students, the children 
notice it and a neVi loyalty to the teu.cher spIlings up 
so as to il::prove the spirit of his entire school. The 
teacher becomes the naturi..l leader in and out of' s.chool, 
besides the s,tudents have confidence in him. This is 
true in whatever capaci ty the te&.oher acts. He may be a 
vocational agricultural teacher and have official charge 
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of the club work in his district or he may be a graue 
a 
school tecl~r and act as a local leader or he may be 
only acting ill an f.:dvisol'"IY way, in each case it reacts 
to his advantage. In other words it gives the teacher 
another opportunity to get next to the hearts of his 
pupils. 
As a result of club work no matter who conducts it, 
a better type of student will be drawn to the vocational 
agricultural courses. Perhaps, we should say that the 
a.tti tude of the pupils is changed by club -.-;ol'lic rather 
tha.n a better type of .student, because we have found it 
true thD-t when students come to study vocational agrlc-
ulture, they come with the idea of doing as little actual 
work as possibl8, besides they consider the project an 
abomination. To show en eXLLpleof th6.t chHl1ge of 
at tl tude a boy aftel") a. yeeJ 1'" in VOC£l ti 011&.1 aE\ri cuI ture 
and club work was absolutely sold to tht; idea of the 
necessity for th0 project. He became an ent~ausi&st and 
was selected club president of the la.rgest club in the 
cOUllty as well as its leader. In tact he was the lead-
ing spirit in the club. Contrast the result with the 
idea he held when he came, that of getting as far rrom 
agriculture and the work in the dirt as it was possible 
~or him to get. The .effect of his gilt and corn projects 
are so outstanding th~t it would not be believed if re-
corded here. The younger boys who finish work in his 
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club will have an entirely different attitude of project 
work and mttnual labor tha.n he did when entering the 
vocation~l agricultur&l course. It stands to reason that 
if the youths h[-,V6 bE;en given tile proper f.ttitude severa.l 
weeks will not be wa.sted on building Ul; this atti tude they 
have already planned theil'» projects &.nd in most cases they 
are ready to begin to keep records the fi:r~st weck or 
school or at least as soon as they ca.n L,.!1Llyze their 
project, then a. good deal more can be accomplished tha.n 
in the other case. This is what made the world record 
class projects at Wakefield, KG-nsn.s, .possible.. These boys 
would cut a football g£me or trip of any kind ~ithout a 
whimper v:hen their tUl"n cnme to feed and Cf1l1e for the hogs 
and steers. 'llhose acquainted first hand wi th boy nature 
cnn measure the treme.ndous hold tYtis viork: had. upon them. 
'rhere is no use trying to put ovel') class ~)rojects lIDtil 
one gets a~ leE .. st some of this attitude inste8.d of the 
attitude of let 'John do it.' It is evident thet the 
method of recruiting valuable members for the a.gricultural 
class is qui to general frOl~l a.n t.rticle in the J'anuary 
is&ue of the Vocational Education Magazine by J. D. Pope 
on "Recruiting Vocationhl Students From Boys Clubs". 
He sent the two following; questions to the Supervisors of 
each state and also to the club leaders. 
1. Is junior club work used by YOUl'" teachers of 
Vocational .Agriculture a.s a recruiting 
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D.gency fOl-- VOCu tion£,-l high school classes in 
Agriculture? 
2. Do you approve of this as a state policy? 
From the answers he drew up the following c6nc1usions: 
1. That boys junior agriculture project work and club 
work is.being used to a considerable extent and in 
a conscious sort of way to attract boys to the 
vocational work in high school. 
2. That while this seems to be a fc.ir1y common 
objective on the pErt of the vocational forces, 
the cIub people aside from general encouragement 
of their boys to take up vocational agricultural 
work, do not se .,Til to hEl.ve any conscious obj ect1 ve 
of this sort, and in many cases do not seem to be 
aware of the recruiting going on in their states. 
3. That in general recruiting as they understood the 
term meet s Vii th the approval of both s t-a te sup-
ervisors and club leaders. 
It is interesting in this connection to note that out 
of some 32 'or 33 ste te supervisors th[~t eight l"eplied "no" 
to the second question wilile only four approximstely the 
St;;;.me of club leaders reported ·'no". We fail to see why 
a state supervisor should oppose t::.is plB.n unless that 
contained in the statement of the supervisor of the state 
of Oregon. 
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"Where club work is properly ha.ndled by an agl"i-
culturaltea.cher, recruiting results are satisfactory. 
'Nhere club work has been done "hi t or miss" in the hHnds 
of the averD.ge untrained teacher, results have been very 
. unsatisfactory. The boy gets El small conception of' project 
work that is hard to overcome." 
It S6ef.rlS to us that the supervisors are missing their 
•• aim here, becs.use one of the outst[~nd1ng weal{uess .. - of the a.ll 
day vocational &.griculturul schools is the fact that very 
f'e 1;'j of their pupils come up to that fifth tlleory of the 
fourtee~l points developed h;:r the les.del's of' vocational 
educB.tion in the United States. (Allen and Prosser, in 
Voca tione.l Educc.tion in a Democracy, page 211). The 
theory is as follows: "Effective vocationp.l education for 
any prof'ession, calling, trade, occupation or job, can only 
be ~ivE;n to the selective group of' individuulc who need it, 
Wtlnt it, and are f::.b1e to profit by ittt. This mes.ns that 
teachers can not do effective 'Nork with 8. bunch of boys 
L~O;;j of vlhom never intend to farm, 40% of whom have not 
yet decided and 10% are fairly sure that they intend to 
be t'firmel"s. This type of.~ school is a prevocatiorla1 school 
in act113.1 practice e.nd is not what was intended by the 
authors of the Smith-HugLcGS AC~. In fact there was much 
opposi tiol1. to including the day agricultural sCllool in 
the benefits of the act and one of its strongest sup-
port~rs for including the all dv.y school mc'de t>:lis 
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statement recently, "r sincerely doubt the wisdom or 
including the day agI'icul tur[~.l school in the beneri ts 
of the Smith-Hughes Act. They are not now, and, show little 
si8ns of coming to thG point vrhere they will greatly 
effect the agriculture of the conununi ty because of the 
failure to recognize this point. I am not so SUl1 e that 
the club ViOl'lk comes more nearly being voca tional thEn any 
of· the other work of the teacher". Th:l.s. stt~ tcment was 
made by Dr. Chas. R. Allen, speCial Hgent for the Federal 
Board for Vocation::~l Education. 
Look at the saving in time, expense, and energy if 
75 or 80;; of the boys taking vocational 8.gricultur-e 
could have definitely decided UpO:::l their vocation before 
enrolling in the department.. HoYT much ·more v(}.l ue the 
student \yould get out of it· and hovv much more the 
community would be effecteu by it. It seems the present 
fOrli:l of vocatiol1LI agriculture in the day sCb.ools sprung 
up from following tit(- line of least resist~)nce, the easy 
thing to do, and, once it is established it is hard to 
correct. illhe flght to est[~.blis}-j. this typE.; of education 
is not won end it behooves f:lll to examine the objectives 
of the work tmd put the measuring stick to the Tesults 
according to those objectives. Club work vlll1 ~ id every 
vocation~l school to do a better vocation~l job of 
teaching and Viill vid the youngsters to <.::n untold extent. 
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D. To sho\~ how Junior AgJ:icul tural Extension WOl"k is of 
gr·eut value to the youth on the farm in many ways. 
In the first place, it, furnishes p.n excellent opportunl tJ 
for the youth to acquire L:t proper financial exp(;rience 
under supervision. In the second place, Junior Agri-
cultural Extension Work adds to the childs store of 
knowledge, develops his social spirit, his ability for 
leadership as well as his ma.nipulative skills. It also 
forms the habits 8ud attitudes that will make fOIl success 
on the farm, and lastly it is thf' best known system of 
vocational guidnnce. 
Even as importnnt as is club worl{ to the community 
H.nd to the school we believe in the final a.n['lysis that 
if the benefits could by some mea.ns be accurately meas-
ured it would indicate that those benefits accruing to 
the child in the home arc the most importnnt ones of them 
all. 
Club work: furnishes an opportuni ty fOl" a good 
financial experience. In the first place Ddad" has 
become too busy EJ.nd preoccupied to really take time to 
carefully consider and give the boy e, fair cha.nce from 
a f:tnanci8.1 s tD.ndpoint. Consider the thought 8.S quoted 
from W. M. McKeever. 
Give Your Son a Square Deal 
-Deal with your son on business principles from the 
beginning. Do not hastily and unwisely give him a piece 
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of property that will have to be te.l-':enfi-'om him in the 
future becausE:: of its having grown into E d1sproportion~.·te 
vD.lue. This old form of mistrecltment of' the country boy 
hRS been, the rne£.ns of thwarting the business integrity of 
nany a promising youth. If the boy's small beginning 
develops under his c&re into e business of large pro-
por-tions, the only check or hindr0.nce that the ethics of 
the case will allow is that you treat with him on fair 
business terms, just as you -woul& with any good business 
man. You may cause him to bear all his own personal 
.expense t;l.nd all the expense connected with the care and 
development of his livestock or his crop. il'hen the 
matter of curtLiling him must stop. And if the son soon 
becomes able to buy you out, it is certainly an affair 
to be proud of, not L. tiling to hinder by unfair menns. 
'llb.e requirement· of 8.11 club work is tha.t the boy 
Lctu[clly OW" the animal or crop he produces and have entire 
control o.f it. :.(1his· is not always Ii ved up to through 
lack of functioning supervision b.nd the almost inc1'"~edi -
.ble stubborness of the p&'l:lents. This stubborness is 
probably one of' the worst f'actors the club leader has to 
combat. However, if this point is rigidly. adhered to, 
the benefi t that the child receives f'rom R real ci¥nhl~~ic, 
financial experience, is of first import~nce. He borrows 
his ITlOney or perhD.ps he gets out and 'Norks for' it, and 
then he spends it on his project and has a real incentive 
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for taking the best possible care of that project. When 
there is a financi&l profit he gets it,and not his dad. 
The little poem quoted below illustrated this pOint. 
Why did you leave the farm my lad? 
\Vhy dld you bolt and quit your dad? 
Why did you beat it off to town, 
And turn your poor old father down? 
Thinkers of platform, pulpit" press, 
Are wullowing in deep distress; 
They seek to know the hidden cause 
~by farmer boys desert thelr pas. 
Some sr...y they lonr; to get a taste 
Of faster life and soc1&1 waste; 
And some will say the silly chumps 
Mis trike their suit cards for their trU!71ps 
In waginE tresh [no. germlesE air 
Agains t the smoky thoroughfetre. 
We're all agl~eed the f2.rms the place, 
So free your mind and state your case. 
·Well stranger since you've been so frank, 
I'll roll uside the hazy bank, 
The misty cloud of theories, 
And tell you where the trouble lies. 
I left my dad, his farm, his plow, 
Because my calf became his cow; 
I left my da.d--twas wrong of COUI'se--
BecD-use my colt became his horse. 
I left my dad to SOVi and reap 
Because my liimb became his sheep. 
I drop)ed my hoe and stuck my fork, 
BeCEiuse my pig becOlne his pork. 
The garden truck tha. t I made erovi, 
Twas bis to sell, but mine to hoe. 
It's not the smoke in the atmosphere, 
Nor the taste for life t~t brought me here; 
Please tell the plEtform, pulpit> press, 
No fear of toil or love of dress 
Is driving otf the farner l&ds, 
But just the methods of their dads. 
- - -Anonymou.s • 
Club work makes fl. very interesting [~nd effective way 
of increasing the kno~ledge of the child without that 
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painful aid of' compulsion found so often in the school 
room. J.n fact, it is the na tur[;-l way of learning; first 
having discovered a need for certain knowledge; and then 
going D.fter that knowledLe v~i th th\.:-: enthusiasm Hnd de-
termination that is not manifest when text book as·sign-
ments are Il'lade in the school room. AS ~1. In[;;.tter of f'c'.ct, 
it seems to us that the present method of teaching 
elementary &.gricul ture f'ronl b. text book alone and s.s a 
text book subject does actuul harm in mnny cS.ses. We 
believe the Missouri system by vvhich they dispense entire-
ly ·~.ith the Clf.SS study of agrlculture )rovidcd agriculture 
clubs are organized in the school, is a movement in the 
right direction. It may be objected to on the ground that 
not a.11 of the younF people in the country schools join 
these clubs. IEhere is nothing to keep them f rom doing 
so if they 13.re sufficiently interes ted • 
..., Club ¥lork fulfills h much needed function in furnish-
ing clean wholesome recreation and developing the social 
spirit of the far~m boy e.nd girl.~ If there was no good 
by the dbmonstration of better pr:.: .. ctices to ·the community, 
and not a bit of knowledge, skills, or habits formed the 
ClUb ~.oI~l-{ v'iould still be emninently worth while just .for 
this excelleL -'~ social and recrec..tione.l feature. If one 
is skeptical on this point, the only way to be convinced 
is to go with the .youngsters to one of their meetings 
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hear them sing, ~nd yell; or attend a picnic held by these 
country folks 01', pel1haps, u. state Cl-~J) Round-Up or ~i 
County Club C~ .. mp to v;hich tht boys and giJ'ls look forwf\rd 
LS tht; c1 ty people look fOP\'1T.rd to theil'1 v[:ca tion, <=.nd 
~ .I- • t ~ - .I- • 11" 1"· ViI-:.ere recreaulon, ::.,.r1uscnien , c:.na edUCG-lJ10n f.:.l·e ~). no G.1.n8 
S,.HY. It cnnnot be e.dequatcly described to one vvno has 
not viewed it first hand. '11hi8 Hll results when club \\·ork 
p.ctuL .. lly is orgo.nized so that the youths r[~Lke the club their 
own, direct its destinies, End decide its policies without 
too Y;iuch compulsion fronl vii thout. 
It is plain to se~ th~t this organiz~tion would be 
SU1'€: to develop the le&dershil~ quall ties of' those in the 
fl';OUp. It is surprising ho;.i~ a bashful di1'fident boy comes 
out of the "kinks" and develops in a shOl-,t tir.at :i.nto i:'n 
excelle.t presidine officer, a contest vice-president, or 
c~ local le[3.der or a trv.iner of dernonstra tion teams. Those 
tnkir:g pLrt j_n club Etctivities get used to getting up 
before people [;.nd tt'lkinC c.nd demonstratinc_ Boys t~~lt 
could not be forced to Get up Lnc do t~1.is \\'il1 actuv .. 11y 
fir;ht for th6 privile of doinG it [:.,no woe to the fellow 
W:-:.O SB.yS too L:uch Hnd s te~,-ls the other fellows thunder. 
These 7louths viill YIlf'.ke [5ood leHde:ps all through life_ 
Besides the [Gner~1 knowledge End 80ci&1 experience 
gained each one develops personal habits c:;r.d skills y,orth 
Ylb.ile. Club work relieves the d%'eadcd monotony of the 
ceaseless chore and in its place gives an opportunity in 
[}."'.ining slc1ll in the doing of the job efficiently that 
Dad and Mother are ullable to give. How nallY fathe re have 
~otlced a ~re&ter alacrity i~ «.ovement of the boy whose 
i.tereet has been ~~~t~nea 1: re~~l.g aad cart.g for the 
hozs, the skill he acquired iR rlo~~»g, prepariAg ani culti-
~T9.t: ~g hi~ own 80rll when he had Ii ttle e:=.thusia.srt. ill dOiJlg' 
the Same for ~ad'~ corm fiel1. 
It is the ability to see beauty ia :he ex\::ellellt 
buoket of s~ill that turns shores from a dru1gery whi~h 
ofte. the boy fro~ the f~rm experiences, into a r1easure 
of unfoliin: ~og'i~ilitiea. If o~e i~ to eBjcy hi~ life 
work he must gai. thia atti tuje of mi.,:!. aJl:i i. soioi.g 
he will aAjoy the developmeat of the ~ommo. skill~ that 
make for succe3~ ia his or her rrofeasioR. Note this 
mother's co.tribut1on t~ke~ from a rerort iA lY~L to the 
federal officers. (#B55 D. eire U.d.D.A.). 
HI caA teach xy jau~hter to bake breaj as well as aRY-
oAe, but I woul1 aot take anythiag for the in3piratio. to 
the work iA the kitchen ~9 a reJult of the Bread Club Work." 
A Kan9s,s Club ~irl cays, "I have lear~ed gores. ter thin;-s ill 
the club during xy t~r."O ye3..rs of ;~ork than b!lki:n;, I have 
lear.ed to t9..1k before all 3.u_:ie~ce all,:: to t3.2kle the hard 
thiagee I have rr.ore friemia a~a hi~her axbitio~3 thaa I had 
be:ore I joinei tl:a Glub. tf Thu3 do 1:C ha.ve te3tirr.oni3.1e from 
~irl9 a.1 warne.. Me. a~1 boy~ io aot te3tlfy as readily 
in most cases but the same fee1inc holds true tOl'1 theTa. 
As yet there has been no adequate systew of vocation&l 
guidance put into practice in the United states but in the 
absence of such a system so far as agriculture is concerned 
the Pl'l(;vocationa1 work forms thE; best method of helping young 
people to decide whether or not they wish to become farmers. 
This does not se~m to be a distinct conscious objective 
on the part of stnte supervisors. Quoting from J.D. 
Pope in Voca tionG.1 Educa tion l~~agazine, February 1924, 
"In generel the Agricul turc.l Supervisors se~m to hiJ.vC no 
deliberate plan of selecting vocation&l students from 
boys of the prevocntional period. They h&ve app&rently 
only in a few cases endeavoured to help the boy to decide 
the question as to vlhether he we-nts to mcke farming his 
life viork or not, before he ls actually enrolled as a 
vocational student. Either the problem has not ch&llenged 
their attention or else the;{ hv.ve not thought of the 
prevocational project field as offbrinB hopeful possibilit-
ies as fhr as developing a state pl&n is concerned. Even 
in tl16 sta tes wh("re the prevocE-tional v\:ork is directly 
under the control of' the st£:.te D~pa.rtment of Ji,ducation, 
vocational guidance ph~ses ~s one supervisor statea 
are "largely incidentftl". Another supervisor, however, 
believes "that this is the field wher0 j~~ior project work 
will be the most beneficial". 
1'he replies from the club le£j.ders were very different. 
"They showed tha.t in the opinion of these lea.ders that the 
junior project field does h[;.ve distinct possibIlitIes as an 
aid to the boy in deciding for or against farming as a life 
career. rrhey consider that the pc"";.rticipation in the fnrming 
act! vi ties 'i;~lich the club boy gets, helps him to an intell-
igent choice. There was 110 evidence, hoy/ever', that the 
projects a.nd practice work were plB.n:led with ~.l.ny such end 
in view. For instance, there is no evidence that in a 
fruit region, the club boy would be assigned or induced to 
take up some sort of' f'ruit project instead of s. poultry or 
pig project, so th:tt he might get a better idea of' fruit 
fa.rming in order to m~;.ko a :more intelligent choice as to 
whether he wanted to be fruit .farmer or not". This is a 
good point but has its difficulties. 
It is quite evident that the youth might be fitted by 
nature to mcke a £:;ood dail"~11nrLn but not be interested at all 
in the enterprise of his regio~ such as the fruit. He need 
not necessarily farm the Stnne type 01') in 
as does his da.d. 
smne region 
E. Showing how the present system f ails to make the best 
possible use of Junior Agricultural Extension Work. 
It has been pointed out in another section o.f this 
thesis that there are several ways in which each or the 
three kinds of Junior Agricultural EXtension Work fails 
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to measure up to the ideal. However, I expect in this 
section of my thesis to definitely point out wherein the 
present arrangement fails to develop the fullest 
possibilities of club work. Mr. L.n. B&iley points out, 
in the following quotation that club work as nOVi 
organized is far from perfect: 
L. H. Bailey 
Taken from Phelan's "Readings in Rural Sociology". 
Among the many enterprises that are at present under-
taken for the betterment of country life and agriculture-, 
boy's and girl's clubs are holding llluch public attention. 
These clubs are in the n2. ture of organized conttsts, Vii th 
emoluments, prizes or public recognition standing us re-
wards. Contests may lie in the growing of prize crops, 
in the fe8dinB of animals, in the muking of gardens, 
in the organizing of prize-v,inning canning-clubs, bread-
clubs and others. The organization of thes6 clubs in 
recent years has undoubtedly constituted a distinct 
contribution toward th~ stimulation of interest in 
rurEtl affairs and the developlJent of pride and incentive 
on the pert of nw.ny of the country people. 
I have watched their growth with much interest and 
have had so:mething to do in giving them encouragement 
and racili ties. Howevel', th6re tl.re certain perils in this 
~ind of effort, and I desire to off~r some suggestions or 
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warning, while at the s&me time ret:;~!"firming ny E.pproval o-r 
the general ideu of orgr'-nizing boys and girls for~ mutual 
emulation and improvement. We are now coming to a new era 
in our agricultural work, consequent on the passage by 
Congress of the great extension bill and the beginning 
of the organiza ti on of many kinds of rural bet terment 
enterprises on a national basis. It 1s tine, therefore, 
that we chalJ.enge all our old practices and mD.ke plens 
in e. new way. 
I see considerable dft.nrers in the boys f and girls f club 
work, as some of' it is undertE-Jren ht the present ti~,e or 
into which it may drift in the future". 
I shall discuss the problem in the follo~;in£ eight 
ways, quoting from Dr. L. H. Bailey in several places. 
First, often the youth is rewLrded for effort that is not 
his own. Second, there are few county club agents v.nd the 
tendency is towE;{rd 2. dimini shing in n'lunber rather than an 
increase. fl1hird, the tendenc~r seems to be in the state 
f',nd nation, the elimination of the specis-l club workers 
Hnd combining forces. Fourth, as h result a tendency 
to exploit the youth. Pifth, the county agent 1s too 
busy or lacks the proper v1ev'i point. S1xtl:C, th0ri.:,. is no 
system of securing e.dequately trained B_nd enthusis.stlc 
leaders. Seventh, the objectives are wrong. Eighth, the 
work is not organized ~~der one directing agency. 
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Why might the child be rewarded for results that were 
not a product of his or her efforts? M~. Bailey states that 
all such effort should be undel"a "coreful continuous contro1-. 
In other words, there must be regul[~-r supervision by 
competent, weIJ trained individuals. This 1s where the pre-
sent system has fallen down since the county agent cannot 
possibly supervise except in a loose manner and the local 
leader is very seldom fitted to do this type of super-
vision.This is the reason that club work is so much more 
efficient when handled by a separate club agent who has time 
to do it properly. 
Mr. Bailey indicates very definitely the tendency 
of the present situation as regards this point. -These 
clubs or oontests may not represent real effort on the 
part of the child. Work that is credited to the ehild 
may be done by father, mother, brother, sister, or by 
associates. t'robably in lllHny cases the child's respon-
sibili ty is only nomina.l. The boy or girl may reoeive 
cl"edi t for accomplishments thG.t are not his or hers and 
thc'.t therefore ['.re not real; and if they &re not genuine, 
then, of course, they are dishonest. They start the 
child on a wrong basis Dnd on false pretenses. All such 
work should be under ca.reful and continuous contro1." 
At one time it seemed to be the hope for the future 
of club work for 9. rE:pid Lnd steLdy increese in the nmnber 
of county club agents until there was one tor each 
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county. 'This VlF.~ thE; llope of the National GOlJlili t :;ee on 
Boys [,nd Girls Club 'vJork based upo:c~ the facts that these 
ccents VJere so much l(lOre efficient as measured b,j~ 'elle 
percent of project completions. Iiowever, the agricu1-
tur~:;,.l retrenchment policy in dropping cOl"1.nty club 
agents has made it next to impossible to re~lize the hopes 
of tilis !1f:1.tionL:.1 comJ.~i tte;:., to speedily increL-se the 
numbl..r of special county club EGents tLYltl1 in ten years, 
ins te ad of he. ving only some 1fj3 there will be 2!500. The 
tendency of ~he times S6 .... ,ms to be the other wP.y as the 
number dropped fX1 0Y11 166 in 1921 to 153 in 1923. As one 
state extension '~\Ol")kr~r stnted it is hard enough to SUP)-
ort t .. "o extension \/orkers in most counties (county agent 
[:.11d home delnonstr;:.~-tion agent) -,ii thout supporting an 
Hddi tional one. lfhis is especi;~\1Iy true in l~~OSt regions o£ 
:;:1.e West Hnd l'i~iddle West vihere populutlon ;,.;,nd wenlth is 
less concentrated. 
The tendency seerns to be 1n the stHte D.nd n.<~-:;ion 
toward the elimin£~.tion of the special club leadvr and 
agent Dnd to subordinL.te Lnd to lilli-it the v'iork by 
combining offices. 
The fact that the United states DepGrtment of 
Agriculture has SUbOT-dil:ated club viork by combining jobs 
D.nd eliminating specic.l club agent hE..S s<.lready been 
mentioned. In 1925 th0 United states Department of 
Agriculture dispensed \\'ith the epecial club Uffents [1nd 
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incorporated 0.11 c 1u.b 'dork as Junior Extension undel") the 
regular existing extension forces. This was supposed to 
give added prestige to the work by naking it nn official 
pr:.rt of the nc.tionEl proe;rtnn for the iLlpl"»ovement of' 
agriculture. 
Ivlany states have combined the club leader's job with 
some other job und tha.t 1s often the lead,.:,r of home 
.denonstration sgents. As if all the club work is for 
girls. There has been tOoLuch of fl. tendency to htt.ve too 
lhrge t:i proportion of girl meubers~nip. frlhe boys, especial-
ly the oldel') boy problern should be a ttacKed as was 
started by' Miss. Gel'trude ·~h;.rl~0n b~/ mef:.ns of her study of 
the Junior mind in relation to BOYS' and Girls' Glub Work. 
She showed th8.t there wer0 three distinct groups of youth 
that required different l{inds of work. Some little work 
has been done as mentioned befor0 to provide work for 
these threo types especi[ill~T fOI' older group_ This 
type of work will very likely t:-.~ll cet.:.se now thc:.~t the club 
work has been subordinb.ted in the Pederul Depc~rtment. 
In order to find club statistics in the report for 1923 
one has to i;v9.de t1u~ough a mountnin of statistics in order 
to find [J, fevf meagre facts c. bout club wOl')k. 
(fhat the present subordination of the work is due to 
lack of funds to properl;l carryon the vlork is unquestioned. 
rrhat this '.'.-i11 tend to limit the nur.1ber of rural youth 
reached uudel') the present 4-H Club plans is 8.lso true. 
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As ['. proof of this let us study the case of New Mexico. 
Hen Jilexico discontinued the full time cotmt;{ club leG.dors 
they had and divided up the duties of the state Club 
Leader among the D.ssistant di11 ectors End extension 
specialists. Following is f controversy betveen Director 
li,ionroe of the New Ii.!.exico Extension Service Hnd G. L. 
Noble, Secretary of National (Jomr;}i ttee on boys' and Girls' 
Club Work, \"'Ih1ch D_ppeal"ed in the IVlay D.nd J'une issues of the 
Nation::..l Boys t and Girls' Club News, w:!-lich throws SOllIe 
light 8.S to the CG.usu and pl"obable results of' this move-
mente 
A Director of Bxtension in one of' th(; ~outhwestern 
s.l;;ates believes in limi ting; the number of club members 
h£~ving ~nrollment sufficient only so thc.t thE: clubs lnay 
demonstrate to the rel;.lHi~1.J.nL rurLl boys Lns girls the 
value of the ".'[ork. We D.re in ctccord wi tht: group 
which believes that L l€.>.rge proportion of l"urcl boys cnd 
girls should p8rticip[~te in club work. No one ever 
learned tp plE:'y ba.ll by sitting in the bleftchers and 
watching the game. fro learn the gc.me and receive its 
fullest enjoyment f.1nd benefits, it must be pliiyed. 
Whel~e Are We Going In 4-H Club Work? 
I a.ill v'lOndel':Lng if your~ issue of the Boys' . and Girls' 
Club News of May 10 has reference to our' j;)olicy vihere you 
l'lefer to p. Director in one of th8 Southwestern states. 
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If so it would be a little more accurately stated if it 
read, "A director in on0 of our Soutl1western states 
believes in limiting the enl'ollment to the ntl..'t11ber that can 
be given sufficient supervision so that nt leD.st 807~ will 
complete tb.eir project so that every 1Ue1i'lber viill be 
an Clctuel demonstrDtor, givinG ~\t lcnst one public demon-
stration ut which time the t'lethod or practice leflrned in 
his work v;ill be demonstrLted to [i.dults e.nd juniors. 
From the practical standpoint, even granting thB.t it 
might be desirable to enroll all children [.~s demonstrators, 
he.ve you estimhted the forces and funds necessary to reach 
nIl country children of club age and give them the super-
vision that would realize the objective mentioned in my 
first pL.rctgre.ph? 1 have no dr .. ta for the country a.s a 
whole, but it should be easy to arrive at. When Vie had 
full tiue club workers in several countiet:: of this state, 
the avel~3 ge enrollment Vias about 250 per workel'" (and wi th 
8 rather lo'w percentfi.ge of' completion). Using this figure 
a.s a ba.f:~ is, let us de'termine the n'Lullbe:t"* of YiOl'll:ers 
necessary. We ha.ve 63,615 rural children of club aCe. 
Deducting those we arc E.lready ret:.ching, apln"oximately 
2,000. We would need 246 field ~orkers to reach the 
re:mc;-inder. fJ.1he employmc:;nt of these wOl"kers would require 
an expenditure of about six times OU1'" totEl expe:ndi tures 
from all funds, nat taking into t:-ccount the cost of 
employing a supervisory force to lead this young Hl'lIny of 
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workers. I rehlize tUt:J.t this is &n idet.:.;.l thti. t the mos t 
opti11~istic could hD.rdly hope to reach, but 8. study of 
such figures has caused SOlne Extension administrators to 
question the polic~F of stimulating a greatly increased 
enrollment in view of the funds aVfi.ilable and the:. proved 
value of conducting juniol'1 w011lk by- meHns of demonstl")ations 
the- Si:-:me as is done with adults. 
I hope this will not be taken as a criticism of you 
personally or the movement you are heading. I think you GLre 
doing a valuable pi0ce of work in a fine way. I hfi.ve 
simply attempted to set ~eorth viev:s wLJ.ich I know are 
shared by mE,ny Extension directors. 
Sincerely yours, 
c. F. Monroe, 
Director of Extension. 
It is quite evident thHt this policy will tend to 
limit rather then extend the number of club workers. Does 
this sound like meeting the pr'oblem as set up b;::-- the Office 
of the Secretfl.ry o.f-YLJni ted states Dept;;.rtluent of Agricul ture 
itself in the sat'1e issue of the sa.me paperl 
~Yhat a ~ork is here for the colleges of agriculture, 
Villose particular concel"n the rur8.1 bo~} b-nd girl is 1 An 
average of 60 boys and girls to the county from 10 to 18 
yeilrs old are out of school, or the equi v8.1ent of more 
than 19 one-room, 50-pupil schools without teachers in 
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the average county of the Uni ted StH tes. What c!:1,n be done 
about it? 
The 4_H Club work would se"m to be peculi:::trly adapted 
to reach and interest this group. ShHll the agricultural 
colleges and the. Dep£l.1.,tnent not reE,ch them in larger degree? 
Shall they not mLke a speci~'.l effort to do so? Because theBe 
young folles do not fi t in '{lith, 01" do not like, the public 
school as organized, shall the nation wash'its hands of 
them, or shall it follow them up a little lonGer and see 
if an increasing nurnber may not be put on the road to 
higher education and greater usefulness? 'There is a 
grea t need here, and 4-H Club Vi01-.1c is especially f1 tted 
to meet it. 
If the whole 11,223,226 rural boys and girls from 
10 to 18 years old nrc,: considered, 4_h Club work is now 
reaching only about 500,000 enrolled, or but I in each 
23. l\1&.ny of these 500,000 are in school; but, if they 
vI/ere all out of school, the vvork would be reaching but 1 
in 6 of those out of school. 
Vihile it is the belief of the PederaI Depa1-.tment ot 
Agriculture that the effort in 4_1i Club work should be 
directed especially towards reaching and i~fluencing 
those out of school, no bOl'S 01" gi1"ls oi ther in or out 
of school should be d<::barrt!d from the privilege of the 
work if they ~re in position to t[~e it. 
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The public school system is now re&ching 10 out of 
each 13 rural bays [)na girls from 10 to 18 years of age. 
In club work the extension system is reL:ching but 10 out 
of each 230. Is th8.t enough? ~iha t should be the goal? 
FrOIil the eager sUPl?ort given 4-H Club work by men 
and women everywhere, it is believed the tiLle is here for 
considering ways und means for gre&tly increasing this 
phase of rural extension work. 
How shall it be done? 
-Flrom Office of the Secretary, 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
Washington, D. C. 
L. H. Bailey's fourth I)oint of exploi ting the 
children h, s been mentioned. ffhis ;:ould practically 
eliminate the banks from taking over the entire club work 
because of rivalry B.nd jealousy for the advertisement it 
gi ve s • So -vve cannot expe c t hope from thi s source. Dr. 
Bailey COkDents: "The children are liable to be ex-
plol ted, and this 1s one of the IllOSt apparent dangers in 
the whole situation. They are likely to be used in the 
making of political or other public reputation, or in 
accomplishing advertising and propaganda for institutions, 
org&nizations, publications, cOlHlnercial concerns, End o'~-;her 
enterprises, or to exploit the resources of the state or 
the L'.griculture of a region. Children should never be 
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made the means of floating anybody's enterprise. 
Every part of the "boom and boost" element must be 
taken out of this work, as well as all efforts to make a 
display 01"» a demonstration. Substelltial enterprises may 
stand on their own feet, (and the work with children may 
stand on it's OV'ln feet a.nd not be tied up to undertal{ings 
to which it does not belong)". 
As pointed out in the previous section, the tendency 
seems to be a splitting of authority for club work, runong 
extension forces, with the following resultsj instead of 
each set of specialists rendering service to club boys and 
girls in order that the boys and girls might get more good 
from contact with the latest improved ideas, they seem to 
be exploiting the bO"J/s and girls to further their plans 
and accomplish their purpose regardless of the good 
gained by the boys and girls. 
The report from the United States Department of 
Agricultu.re sa.ys that the increased demand on the COtlllty 
agent and the home demonstra.tion agent necessitates extra 
help in order to hendle the club work. The county E.gent 
finds himself literally s·,;amped wi tIl speciHlist appoint-
ments of 0.11 sorts and speaking demands, until he absolut-
ely does not have much time for actual participation in 
club work without slighting the Hdult Vl) rk. Some farm 
bureau boards a.re asking the cOlmtyagent to confine him-
sel~ to the adult work, at least to adult work first. 
lYlany county agenU3 are looking for some place to unloD,u their 
club activities. Besides, many county L .. gents bre not fit-
ted by natur~ or experience to Vi ork with the young folk and 
not particularily liking it will n&turally sli~ht it. 
Again, the hard times have driven many counties to drop 
their county agents und so we do not seem to have mu.ch 
hope in this direction. 1.n many counties there has either 
been no Lttempt or.: the part of the county agents to do club 
work or ~ ver}' feeble ~ttempt. ~n Colorado the Director 
of Extensi on has required b.ls county agents to do club 
work. In many states the directors would like to he.ve 
more club work done but have not taken steps to accomp-
lish it. 
Club w011kers seem' to agree that the biggest factor 
in the success of a c~! ub program is to obtain properly 
trained and qualified leaders. frhls refers to the 
average county that does not have: the special club leader 
in charge of the work, b,nd iNhere organization Emu supel'J-
vision of the work falls upon the county agricultural 
agent, the vocational agricultural teacher and other 
volunteer local leader·s. All of these must btJ taught 
and trained in conducting club \"{ork becLuse the average 
person has a very hazy notion as to the field to b8 
covered. Probably the problem that has caused the. state 
leaders Llore trouble thG.n any othel') one factol" is, that 
the local club lea.der has failed to grasp the tl"ue mean-
ing of club work or perhaps the best means of carJ .... ying on 
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the work. In Bulletin 32 of" the indiana state BOB-lld of.' 
Education, we find the followinc definite statement; 
"The most serious hnndicsp is the scarcity of trained 
leaders. Tov{nship trustees in many cases find it im-
possible to secure either a ID!:n or a woman trained 
sufficiently to care tor tLeir project work." Again 
under the heading of "Factors that make for Success in 
Club Work" the s~',me bulletin goes on to say: 
1. Leaders Must be Well 11rained and Enthusiastic. 
The foregoing report emphasizes the fact that results 
in club work ':iill be i-n proportion to the tra.ining of the 
club lea.ders. Club work is so valuable, howe.ver, that 
often it is best to start ~ith & leader lacking in 
training rather thun to give up the work entirely. 
Although in exceptionLl circumst2nces it IiHJY seem 
best to sacrifice trainins in leaders to some extent, 
enthusiasrli should never be sf.crificed, nOIDfltter what the 
circ1_unstnnces D18Y be. An enthusiastic, poorly trained 
club leader will secure better results in LII cases than 
a h[;Llf-convinced leader- even thoug::. a gr['~duate of an 
agriculturp.l college. A mere knowledGe of agriculture 
is not sl.lfficient for n cl ub leader. The qUEtli ties of 
leadership, s~rmp8.thy Y'lith young people, mld willingness 
to keep in close tOUC}l Vii til each club mel~!bel' are all o:f 
the rr~ost funt1omente.l importc.nce. At no place in the 
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State has the unenthusiHstic club leade:ro given success, 
and no matter how bD.ckward the cOlIULuni ty happened to be 
the real club le8.der' htlS in every CRse been able to secure 
results. 1f 
Another lnteresting feature connected with t cis 
discussion W8.S th~l_t of tlJ.v fu'U,r club le8.del'S who said 
"no" to the approval of the system of recruiting 
agriculture students from their success in club work 
before·reLching high school. Only one eave as a reason 
the notion that the objective of the club YO l"'k was entil .... el~ 
extensi on. 'rhis crone from the club leader in Nevi Jersey. 
"I do not approve of recruiting stu.dents as a. state policy_ 
Extension work., as I understand it, is for the purpose of 
carrying on demons tx-a ti cns in B.gricul tU1')e and hom~ 
economiCS, the direct object being, to improve <:..gricul-
tural practices and home conditions on the farm. We try 
to keel) our minds on the -Ior'hing-s we a.re Suul)osed to do. fI ~ ~4 ~ • 
This likely represents the reasons of the other three th8.t 
did not state re:~sons why they opposed the policy_ 
vVhile t~lis nluuber is too many to hold any such idee yet 
there is II big iLprovement along that line and a practioal 
adrn1ssion of the fact thet education rnd training of the 
youth j8 f.! t least of equal impOl"1ts.nce to extending 
agricultural knowledge. 
Note what La H. Bailey has to St~y concerning this 
point. 
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BOYS' .i~ND GIi1LS' CONTEST CLUBS 
tt~rhe .fundamental considerHtion is thnt all this 
kind of Ylork is eductltional. It is not .t-i1-'il:lal"lily 
agricul turt:~l work, not undert.-:.tkep- directly to improve the 
fa.rming of a region. 11he primary considerFtion is its 
effect on the child. If we cannot accept these proposit-
ions, then I should be in favor of giving up the boys' 
and girls' contests. 
It is legitilTi.ute to use domestic ,aninw-ls Rnd crops 
for the primary purpose of improving B.nd advertising the 
agriculture or a regio!':; but we must not use children in 
this way. Animals and crops v,re l!.r;ricul turL.l p1l oducts; 
children are not agriculturnl products. 
If these positions are gr[',nted, we shall agree thc.t 
this contest work between children must be put n101'6 and 
rJore into the hands of those w ho t:~re trs.ined in education 
und who carry the responsibility befor8 th~ public for 
education8.1 effort. I think tha.t this kind of work 
should be a pD.rt of the public school systenl. On their 
OVln account, schools must take up this t.nd sj_milf:'r Vlork 
if they are to secure the best results for themselves and 
to cover their own :fields. 'llhe organizinc or l~~bor"B.tory 
work f .. t home undeI" the direction of the teacher is one of 
the most impol'"1te.nt meflns of tying the schools L.nd the 
homes together and t:lnking the school a l')eal part B.nd 
parcel of the conmnnlity. 
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Vfllen this till:e shB,ll come, the VJOpk: wi th Cl'">OpS D_nd 
domestic animals 8.nd home prF-ctices will be [, regult~-r part 
of the school c~£~y, incorporcted insepe_rebly v'li th the 
program of education. We Dust hope fOI~ the time when 
there shall be no necessity for the sepo..rete organization 
of such clubs, the school h~j-ving renched 8.nd stimuluted 
the situation on every farm and in every hOl;le. It is 
sometimes s[;.ld thE::. t the f'..gricul turnl agents organize 
the contest wOl-.k bet ter than thE.:; teachers. Perlu ... ps; 
but the \'v-ork is essenti~lly school work, nevertheless" 
and we should now be looking for re suI ts in the long 
futu1"ae. 
Supervisors and supel-'intendents of sc11001s8.no 
teuchers will need the demonstl-'ation-practlce and the 
subject-matter thut the agricultural v.gent C[:11 give 
tl.l.eroj they will incre&s ing1y ca.l1 on this agent; and 
hel"'ein vii11 be f'--~nother effect! ve meU-I1S of tying all 
rurr:l worl( together on L basis of co-op(;ration and co-
action." 
JuniOl") Aericul tur["l ExtensioL Work is not orgHnized 
under one directing agency Dnd tho usuul results of that 
condj. tion 8,1-'(::; apparent. 
Mr. Pope, whose sUl'veys .h8-ve been previously 
mentioned, fOl-IDd an outstanding 1nck ot" ullhniLJi ty of 
plan &11d purpose betwe611 the stH te supel-'visoy's of 8mi th-
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HUGhes agriculture and the state Club Leaders, (SllJ.ith-
Lever). 1'his state of &.ffairs is entir'ely wrong and 
cannot endure. There must be a change to correct their 
.faults. 
The fact that there is <2.n ovcrlappin['; of the 8mi th-
Hughes and the 8mi th-Lever actlvi ties i_:'o. the Jun:lor 
Agriculture Club Work, has cs_used luck of co-opera.tion, 
£i. wDste of effort £~,nd often tin:es 01 tt6rness and jealousy. 
The comnercial orgunizations usually operate Jndependent-
ly. In some stLt to s thc;y hc.vc 4-H Clubs End cOlrJ:lerciully 
orgc.nized clubs; in another, Juniol1 Agriculture projects 
and cOL'J:lercial agricul tural clubs; while in c.nother the 
4-H Clubs Llnd Junior Agriculture projects are fighting 
for supremacy, or any combination of two or three; 
wvhile in other sections there is none. It has been 
experienced in the past that ~ vocutional agriculture 
man would orgcnize clubs End do all the work and the 
extension forces, co-unty L gent or sta te officials step 
in, take all the credit for it and not even mention the 
Vocational Agriculture man. 
IEr. BLileyts lecst point· is that the work is essent-
ially educationc.l ~,nd should as such be tied up vii th the 
schools. He points out that this is the logical.. proced-
ure. He calls a.ttention to the f[.ct thD.t it has be,;n 
said that COl.U1ty c:.gents supervise the work bet~,er tht:.tn 
the school teachers but he still insi"Sts that it is a 
function of the school and that it had better be dis-
continued ra.ther than to be ct;.llried on as it is noVi. 
Club leaders are eliminLting the school te8.cher in 
this Vlork because thc:y L.re not stable and do not re-
ma:tn in the comrnuni ty .in the SUllIDler time. However, 
there ha~ come a new type of tecchcr th~.t ccn organize 
End supervise junior Yiork better under the present 
conditions than can the county agent. It is our next 
job to offer a constructive pl&n ut1lizine these new 
agencies to foster and expand Junior Club Work. 
The following objectives 8.re the proper objectives 
to be attained and I shull present a plan to meet t~ese 
objectives to greatest possible extent. 
1. Vocation[~l guidance ''w''iith the younger group, 
th;.-t 1s to give a boy or girl an enlightened 
conception of farm life in general and the 
main :earndng enterprises in particulD.r. [llhis 
objective nHtur<..lly comes first in listing but 
is second in iLportance. 
2. To educa.te--to attempt to develop in the youth 
the knOYIledge, skills, habits 8.nd attitudes that 
will make him a successful farmer or to make her 
a successful ftJ.rmer t s wife. This is the first 
objective in point of importance. 
3. As a result of the first two-to carryover into 
the home some of these attributes and to demon-
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strate better !'arm and home practices. T}-,-is objective 
is secondary to th~ other two. 
Thus we muintc-in, that the n1Hin objective is the 
training of the youth f.nd thftt along wi th t :b..1s train-
ing there will be [~. considerabl-e chance to demonstrate 
better f(t~rr practices. These tvvo objectives are not 
necessarily inimioal providing thLt the proper per-
spective is mt-int8.ined. Thus thE; hOfne project of the 
boys in vocationHl agriculture is meant prir;larily for the 
trf~ining of the boy but at the sv.me time if a conscious 
objective of helping to demonstrate improved practices 
is present when selecting the project then 8. goud dee.l 
may be eccomplished and still not diminish the train-
ing value of the work for the boy. The S~!le thing holds 
true in the club work, but if the demonstration objective 
is the only conscious one, the all llr~portant one of 
training will not come as a mutter of course. 
JUNIOR AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION WORK IN THE UNITED STATES. 
MAJOR OBJECTIVE V. 
To offer a constructive procedure whereby Junior 
Agricultural Extension Work may more completely fulfill 
its mission: 
Sub-Objectives: 
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Major Objeotive v. 
Sub-Objeotive III. 
c. To show how the Extension Division of the state 
Agrioultural College may help out in the Junior Agrioul-
tural Extension Work. 
n , . 
PART V. 
A CONSTRUCTIVE PROCEDURE FOR MAKING JUNIOR AGRICULTURAL 
EXTENSION WORK MORE COMPLETELY FULFILL ITS MISSION. 
In this section of my thesis I intend to propose a 
constructive procedure whereby Junior Agricultural Ex-
tension Work may more completely fulfill its mission. I 
have already indioated that the main objeotive of Junior 
Agrioultural work is to train the boy and girl to become 
better fitted for life on the farm, the other results 
being inoidental and not objective. 
I intend to attack this problem by the following 
means: first, by explaining the proposed fourfold organi-
zation, looal, county, state and national, giving the 
agencies and method of operation of eaoh; seoond: byex-
plaining how adequately trained, enthusiastio leaders 
may be secured; and third by showing how the extension 
division of the Agricultural Colleges can help with the 
work. 
A. 
The first problem to consider is that of the proper 
national organization to stimulate, unify and direot the 
various state and 100a1 units. 
There are in the main three possibilities for national 
organization: First. the present system; Seoond. Combina-
tion of Smith-Hughes and Smith-Lever work under one depart-
ment; Third. Under the direction of the Federal Board of 
Vocational Education. or its successor. 
The present system has been shown to be very fault7. 
failing to use all forces efficiently in developing the 
Junior Agricultural program. 
The second way would necessitate that a national law 
be passed absolutely requiring the combination of all the 
aotivities of the Smith-Hughes and the Smith-Lever foroes 
similar to the Indiana plan. This might be the best way 
to a solution. However, we must realizethat there are two 
distinot funotions represented by these two forces which are 
quite generally accepted. One of them by mutual consent 
goes to the extension forces, that of immediate impr 0 vemen t 
of the present practioes on the farm and in the home. They 
are not so muoh interested in the training for the next 
generation, but are immensely conoerned in improving just 
as rapidly and as extensively as pOSSible, the present 
farm. conditions thru any means possible. On the other 
hand, while the Smith-Hughes people are interested in the 
present conditions on the farm and home they feel that 
the most effective permanent function is theirs, that of 
so training the youth in its formative stage that the 
next generation of farmers will be better able to solve 
their own problems than if the work was confined to the 
adults alone. Both are aiming at the same ultimate end, 
that of ·improving farm conditions but the method of at-
taining that end is different, and so the present ob-
jectives of the two are different. 
Which of these two functions does Indiana emphasize 
in conduoting her club work? The answer is plain that 
they consider club work as belonging to the training func-
tion. The logical solution is to place the work where it 
rightfully belongs under Smith-Hughes supervision. 
The National supervision would be by means of the 
Federal Board of Vocational Education, and would be han-
dled in the same way that the supervision of the class 
work and project work of the Smith-Hughes Vocational Agri-
cultural teacher and Home Economics teacher is handled at 
present. That is, the national offioe would make investi-
gations, prepare oharts, bulletins, and outlines oonoelD-
ing the work. They would also tabulate results from all 
states and through the offioe of the state supervisor keep 
in touch with their progress of the work and stimulate the 
states to greater efforts along this line. In case a bill 
suoh 8S the so called nReorganization Bill", or any such 
plan would be put into effeot, then the work would be 
handled by the Head of the Department oC Vooational Educa-
~ion, under the Bureau of Eduoation. 
The United States Department of AgrioUlture can 00-
operate in several ways with this movement by enoouragi~ 
the oompiling of speoially adapted bulletins for the dif-
ferent phases of olub work. 
It is evident from a study of the Indiana system 
that it is very essential to have the active support of' the 
state department of public instruotion and that the work 
be boosted by each and every teacher of the entire state. 
This means active support of the program and not a passive 
attitude. If this be true, then why not have the work 
under the supervision of the state department that has the 
vooational division functioning now? This work would, 
beoause of its nature, come under this department and as a 
result of the connections would practically insure the co-
operation of the entire teaching force of the state. It 
would become the duty of the State Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction to acquaint the County Superintendent of 
Public Instruction and all teachers of the state, with 
the plans for and purposes of the work and of the exact 
part for which each is to be held accountable. This 
work coula be done by circular letters, articles In school 
papers, and through talks at county institutes and other 
gatherings of teachers. Organized propaganda would be en-
couraged in every school district to create a proper in-
terest in an attitude toward the work. The State Superin-
tendent should help the County Superintendent in organiz-
ing this campaign in their counties. 
Thus, under the proposed plan, the reports would be 
handled through the offioe of the county superintendent of 
schools, he would be in direct charge of all work in the 
county and would maintain at all times a supply of all 
forms, blanks, bulletins, charts, record books and all 
other supplies so that looal workers would always be with-
in driving distance of the same. This would eliminate the 
decided embarassment of local leaders due to failure of be-
ing supplied with proper materials when needed.. The coun-
ty superintendent would put on a campaign to extend the 
benefits of club work with juniors into every township of 
the county. His job would be the important one of promo-
tion, the interesting ~ farmers through school house meet-
ings; demonstrations at fairs, and then the officials of 
the township and county so that they would be willing to 
C8.re for the necessary expense. He would handle all the 
clerical part of the work, together with the county agent 
and vooational agrioultural teachers of the county would 
compose the executive board for the work. He would reoom-
mend to the state officers and the junior leaders in par-
ticular, the apportioning of the oounty into districts in 
whioh the oounty agents and vooational agricultural teaohers 
are to have jurisdiction, or other division of labor be-
tween them. 
TNhile the oounty agents are too busy to carry this 
work alone, they are a valuable aid ~hen willing to help at 
the job. As proof of their use take note of the follow-
